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New ‘luxury’ dorms
exude family feel

Catching up with
new student body
president

of the Honors community,” said Jeff
Chamberlain, director of the Honors
GVZ. Managing Editor
College. “What I’ve loved is every time I
go (to the map), I see students kxrking at
Standing outside the circle drive to the
new Glenn A. Niemeyer Learning and
it.”
To Chamberlain, the new building
Living Center, students may forget they are
represents an opportunity for the college
still on campus.
“I found religion,” said Brett Cooper, of to establish a real sense of identity and a
unified presence on campus.
Grand Rapids, recalling his emotion upon
The new Niemeyer is also the first
entering the building. “It’s awesome!”
facility at GVSU to
Between the energyhave an area designed
efficient
laundry
“With this move,
specifically
for
rooms on every floor,
commuters. To the left
we really wanted
dishwashers in every unit
of the main entrance
and the brilliant windows
to connect the
is a cluster of chairs,
throughout, residents of
a small study area and
Niemeyer can hardly
academic and social
two rows of lockers for
attest to receiving an
aspects of the Honors
off-campus students to
average dorm experience.
store their belongings
Cooper and others
community.”
or just stop to relax in
agree: The new Niemeyer
between class.
is more than a building,
JEFF CHAMBERLAIN
“We
want
our
it’s a family.
HONORS COLLEGE DIRECTOR
commuter students to
Ixtok no further than
feel as much a part of
the large world map that
this college as our in
greets students near the
main entrance — it provides space for coming freshman,” Chamberlain said. “It
is our hope that commuters will use this
students and faculty alike to mark where
they were bom, where they have been and
space as their own.”
The spirit of community extends
where they desire to visit.
“With this move, we really wanted to
upstairs into Niemeyer 323 West — widely
connect the academic and social aspects
known as the “Barrier-Free Room.”

By Jenny Whalen

By Danielle Arndt

Online carpool
service saves
gas, cash

GVL Laker Life Editor

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Intriguing travels: Inside the hall of the new Niemeyer Honors College is this map for students to
show where they're from and where they want to be. Assistant Living Director Jennifer Joseph-Morris
(left) and Multicultural Assistant Patrice Njoh (right) look over what some students have done already.

Hannah Hollandsworth, I .aura Pierce,
Andrea Blanchard and Katie Redes,
residents of 323, attribute the name and the
room's subsequent success to a plumber.
• "When we first moved in, our hot water
wasn’t working right,” said Pierce, of Grand
Ixdge, Mich. “We went downstairs to try
and have it fixed and passed a plumber ...
when we told him what room we were in,
he said. ‘Oh, the barrier-free room.’”
"We talked about it at dinner that night,
thinking it was kind of funny,” added

Blanchard, of Portage, Mich. “I decided
to make a sign. The name stuck and now
people just stop by.”
The term “barrier-free” is used
to describe rooms that are handicap
accessible.
While none of the residents of 323
are disabled, the extended dimensions of
the barrier-free room have been useful in
accommodating visitors.
“The doors and the bedrooms are bigger
See

Niemeyer, A2

It's good to be green

By Jenny Whalen
G’V7.

Laker Life Editor

In continuing the school’s
sustainability efforts. Grand Valley
State University has unveiled a
new Web-based application to help
students organize carpools.
The
GreenRide
program
provides an online forum for
members of the GVSU community
who
share
similar
schedules
and addresses to connect and
establish carpool groups based on
the information they supply. The
service is GVSU’s latest attempt to
offer alternative transportation for
the campus community.
Carpooling reduces individual
commuting costs by about 50
percent and is beneficial to
the environment by helping to
conserve fuel, preserve air quality
and decrease traffic congestion.
Though GreenRide is geared
toward members of the GVSU
community, applicants can opt to
search for carpooling outside the
GVSU network and in the greater
Grand Rapids area.
"We wanted to provide as
many options to the Grand Valley
program without having to use
busing or vehicles,” said Lisa
Haynes, assistant vice president
of
operations
management.
“GreenRide is one of those
options.”
A group of students, faculty and
staff met earlier this summer to
discuss a comprehensive program
for campus transportation and
parking. Haynes said. It was
decided
providing
carpooling
to the community was preferred
to
developing
other
parking
alternatives.
As of Tuesday, 105 people have
signed up for the program.
“Everybody’s
lifestyle
is
different and we wanted to make
sure that all students have an option
that fits in their lifestyle.” said
Erin Babson, GVSU operations
manager.
Members
of
the
GVSU
community
interested
in
See

Carpool, A2

GVL I Brittany Jacques

Award-winning: GVSU was recognized by the Kaplan College Guide 2009 for being green. Lake Ontario is one of the LEED certified buildings on campus.

By Rebecca Beard
GVL Senior Reporter
A national publication has named Grand
Valley State University to its list of the top 25
“cutting-edge green” schools in the nation.
Kaplan College Guide 2009 released its
rankings earlier this month and included the
university because of its environmentally
responsible campus projects, course work,
initiatives and student organizations.
GVSU is the only Michigan school to make
the cut.
“The list highlights schtxils whose efforts
reflect a commitment to long-term sustainability
and to encouraging students to make better
choices.” said MaryAnn Hartel, contributing
editor to the Kaplan College Guide 2009.
GVSU began focusing on its sustainability
efforts four years ago with the hiring of Norm
Christopher, the university’s first director of
sustainability. Since. Christopher has seen the
program grow substantially.
From the variety of offered courses to
the number of leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design certified buildings.
GVSU has a wide range of sustainability projects
that continue to grow, he said.
“(The list is) a very top-level gnxjp (of
colleges) and it’s a privilege to be included with
them.” he said.

But this is not the first distinction GVSU has
garnered for its sustainability efforts.
The university was awarded the U.S. Green
Building Council’s 2008 Recognition Award and
the Sustainable Endowments Institute’s 2008
National Sustainability Innovator Award.
Additionally, the Mark A. Murray Living
Center is the first university housing unit in
Michigan to receive an Energy Star designation
from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
GVSU stands out from other universities
because of the number of people and organ izations
that adhere to the sustainability "triple bottom
line,” which addresses social justice, economic
prosperity and environmental stewardship, said
Steve Glass, associate dean of the College of
Interdisciplinary Studies.
“We have a comprehensive approach with
all three aspects,” he said. “It’s not just one
sustainability office — administration, facilities
services and students are all involved.”
In fact, it is students who are pushing for an
environmental studies minor GVSU officials are
currently pursuing. Glass added.
The university already offers a sustainability
emphasis within the liberal studies major and
also is putting together a sustainability certificate,
which encompasses a series of courses that
See

Kaplan, A2

Kaplan's 25 greenest
colleges (alpha order)
Arizona State University
Bates College

For the first time in two years, the
Grand Valley State University student
body has a new president. Autumn
Trombka, a chemistry and criminal
justice double major, sat down with
the Lanthorn to discuss the coming
academic year.
I .anthorn What campus-related
issues are you most excited to address
this year?
Autumn Trombka We’re really
looking more into recycling. With the
start of “Recyclemania” last year, that
really kicked things off and we have a
really large student-driven sustainability
initiative on this campus. We’re going
to probably work to get more recycling
bins around and just look for other ways
to keep that issue going.
GVL: Rising tuition costs coupled
with a decrease in state funding is a
major concern for many students. As
a student in a leadership role, how do
you think students will be affected in
the following semesters?
AT: Our biggest push is going to be
to help educate, and I think most people
know — or if they don’t know they're
going to learn — that we are the fastestgrowing, lowest-funded (per student)
Michigan university. In order to just
keep where we are, we had no choice
but to increase tuition. I think this year
we have seen so many benefits from
the students behind us with all the new
buildings.
For example, with the new Kirkhof
(wing), our dollars weren’t necessarily
paying for it but the years before us
were. We just have to realize that we’re
helping the future generations of this
university, which in the end is going to
help us because our degree is going to
become more credible as our university
expands.
GVL: What do you foresee to be
the most challenging issue to face the
Student Senate in 2008-09?
AT: I think the most challenging
issue is always just hearing the voice
of the students. There are only 50 of us
when our body is full and with so many
students on this campus and other
campuses, it’s hard to reach everyone.
Obviously if we don’t know the issues
facing students, we are unable to help
them.
GVL: How do you feel your
presidency will differ from former
president Frank Foster’s term?
AT: I know Frank worked really
well with the administration and went to
different events, but I’m going to try to
be a little more personable to students,
meet a lot of new people, reach out at
different events, represent Senate and
also let people know who I am. It will
also help people to understand who
Senate is and what (we) do.
GVL: How would you describe
your relationship with President
Haas and other members of GVSU
administration?
AT: We have a very strong
relationship. Actually, our whole Senate
does. I’m sure students recognize

Berea College

See

Bowdoin College
Carleton College

Trombka, A2
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Dickinson College
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University of Vermont

Poised president: Student Senate

University of Washington

President Autumn Trombka addresses the
incoming freshmen at GVSU’s convocation

Yale University

ceremony Friday
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Trombka
continued from page A1

President Haas because he goes to
so many different events. I’ve been
working with him this summer
already and have met with a couple
different VPs. They love working
with us. They love listening to
us and they know that our voice
counts. That’s something we’re
really fortunate to have at this
university.
GVL: In the past,Student Senate
has played a key role in encouraging
the student vote on campus. Does
the Senate have plans to continue

their work in this area, such as by
registering student voters?
AT: In September we have a
huge push to get people to register
to vote — we will have the mobile
branch of the Secretary of State
coming on campus. We need to
get everyone registered by the end
date so they can participate in the
national election. Also, there’s a
push to have people register not
in their hometown, but in their
campus address or in their offcampus address, so that they’re
registering in the Allendale district,
lliat can help people vote because
obviously if you’re two-and-a-

rentGR.com
Your source for cool places to live
in West Michigan.™

C 2004 rentGR com, a Michigan Limited Liability Company
Owned and Operated by GVSU Alumni in Grand Rapids. Michigan - Go Lakers!

half hours from home, sometimes
getting an absentee ballot can be a
little difficult.
GVL: On a personal note, what
do you hope to achieve for yourself,
outside of the senate, this year?
AT: I am a double major in
chemistry and criminal justice and
I’m about linishing the chemistry
side of my major this year.
I’m foreseeing a rigorous class
schedule, but intend on keeping
friendships, and of course, meeting
new people.
GVL: As both student body
president and a GVSU student,
how would you summarize your
feelings toward the new academic
year?
AT: I* m excited. I’m really
excited to start th is year.even the past
few days walking on this campus,
it’s so lively outside. With all the
new students coming on, everyone
seems really excited. There’s been
a good turnout at different events
and then with all our new buildings,
I think people are excited to be able
to take advantage of those.
lakerlife@lanthorn c om
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Niemeyer
continued from page A1

and the kitchen and living mom wider,” said
Hoi lands worth, also of Grand l^edge. ‘‘Since we
had all this extra space, we brought tons of extra
furniture. We really just wanted to meet people.”
Down the hail from 323, Eric Hansen, a
computer engineering major, plays his violin for a
small group of residents.
“I play guitar and bass too,” Hansen said. “It’s
great because you can fit like 30 people into these
rooms. 1 did not want to go off to college and forget
how to play.”
Freshman Max Beerens, of Ada, Mich., said
he believes the location of the new Niemeyer
has contributed greatly to the closeness of the
building.
“I feel like we’re so isolated from the rest of the
dorms, we’ve kind of had to band together,” he said.
“The building is so new and beautiful that people
don’t really have a desire or a need to leave.”
Instead, students from other dorms flock to
explore the new facility, explained residents of
323.
“We had a fondue party the other night and half
the students here weren’t even from the building,”
they added.
Along the lines of community-building and in
correlation with the College of Interdisciplinary
Studies migration theme, the Honors College held
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Visit Us on the Web @ GVTowmhouses.com
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#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
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TOTALLY TUNA’

f tesh houtemade tuna mned with celery omens
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts
cucumber lettuce and tomato (My tuna locks!)

A lull 1/4 pound dt real applawaad smoked ham
provolonc cheese, lettuce tamale. A teal mayo*

*4 TURKEY TOM1

Choice reast heel smoked ham provelene cheese.
Oi|on mustard, lettuce, tomato. A mayo

Salami capicola cheese
Double provolonc

Real genaa salami. Italian capicola smoked ham
and prevalen* cheese all lapped with lettuce temate.
omen, mayo and eei homemade Italian vinaigrette
(Yea hav’ta ardet hot peppers. |ust ash!)

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'

bom

m

J. J.B.L.T.
laron lettuce tomato A mayo
(The only better IIT is mama s SIT)

citMCHts riATnns BMontsf

Real petal* chips at |umho keshei dill pichle
(lira load ol meal
(ilia cheese ei eatra avocada spread
Not Peppers

FREEBIES

(SUBS A CLUBS ONLY)

Onion lettuce allalfa sprouts, tomato mayo sliced
cucumber Oi|on mustard oil A vinegar and eregan*

Rouble prevalen*. real avocado spread sliced
cucumber, allalfa sprouts, lettuce, lomais A mayo
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is werld clast!)
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Roast beel. turkey breast, lettuce tomato A mayo
An American classic certainly not invented by J J hut
definitely tweahed and lino tuned to purluction'

This sandwich was Invented by
Jimmy John S brother Huey It t hag*
enough in feed the hungriest af all
humans’ Inns ol genoa salami sliced
smubed ham capicola. roast beul
turkey A pravolone iimmrd into
ana ol our homemadu french buns
then smothered with onions mays
lettuce tamaio A nur homemade
Italian dressing
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carpool match has been made,
only the applicant's first name
and the general area in which
they live is released to other
members.
An applicant’s address is
required solely for the system
to map the applicant’s location.
Once a location has been
established, the system will
match the applicant with other
registered site members.
Users will receive a list
of matches based on general
location, but specific addresses
are confidential. An e-mail
option is offered for matched
members to contact each other,
although it is a user’s choice to
initiate contact.
For more information or
to register for the GreenRide
program, visit http://therapid.
greenride.com/gvsu.
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mayo! (It s the real deal and il am I even California.)

OFIIVIRT ORPIRS will include a delivery,
charge of ?St per item <•/ lest.

Soda Pop
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#11 COUNTRY CLUB*'
Froth sliced turkey hreasi appleweod smofcrd ham
provelene and inns *1 lettuce temate and mayo'
(A very traditranal. yet always eiceptienal clastic')

#12 BEACH CLUB" (£>

layers nl provnlone cheese separated by ical
avocado spread attalta sprouts sliced cucumber
lettuce tomato and mayo (truly a gourmet sub not
lor vegetarians only
peace dude'l

Giant chocolate chip

A loll 1/4 paand at Irosh sliced medium late
roast hoof provelene lettuce, tomato. A may*

&

#6 VEGETARIAN

provide a background knowledge
of the field.
Offering such coursework is
important because employers are
looking to hire people who are
fam i I iar w i th sustai nable operations,
Glass said.
"It’s a perspective that’s filtering
into every job,” he said.
And students are eagerly
accepting the idea and are a big part
of GVSU‘s sustainability initiative.
Glass added.
“Students today are very active
and interested in changing their
environment,” he said. "They’re
ready to jump in — which is a good
thing.”
Student interest in sustainability
is what propelled the Kaplan
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Sports Editor
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#IO HUNTER'S CLUB*'

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread

The original Italian tub with genoa salami pinvolone
capicola anion lettuce tomato A a real tatty Italian
vinaigrette (Hot peppers by request)

SIDES

Ham A cheese
Roast Reef
Tuna salad
Turbey bieast

cOD CCC3I3IP

*5 VITO

★

*8 BILLY CLUB**

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

fiesh sliced tuikey breast, lopped with lettuce
tnmaio alf all a sprouts and mayo (The original)

continued from page A1

College Guide 2009 to offer the list
for the first time.
“At Kaplan, we recognize
students are going green and this is
impacting many of their decisions,
including college and career
choice,” Hartel said. "The guide has
only been out for three weeks and
already we are seeing studenLs and
their families embracing the book
and school officials are pleased to
be included on the list mid happy
that their unique green efforts are
what made them standout.”
For more information regarding
GVSU’s sustainability initiative
or the event schedule for Campus
Sustainability Week, which runs
from Oct. 22-25, visit http://www.
gvsu .edu/sustainabi I ity.

For additional copies, please contact our business offices.
ARy club sandwiebas have twice the Meat *r cheese, try it
on my trash hiked thick tlicad 7 grain broad or my famous
homemade Irtnch broad!

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Medium tare choice roast beel topped with
yummy mayo lettuce and tomato

Kaplan
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recognize the roots of the expanding Honors community.

State University students 62 times a year. One copy of this newspaper
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Real applewood smoked ham and provelene cheese
famished with lettuce tomato and mayo

old Niemeyer building to the new Niemeyer Sunday to

registering for the program
can create an account on
GreenRide’s Web site, located
at
http://therapid.greenride.
com/gvsu.
Those concerned about what
the application process might
entail can view a detailed, stepby-step preview of how the site
works by following the support
link on the GreenRide Web
site.
“The site is very secure,”
Babson said. ‘‘You will not
see someone’s last name or
e-mail address until you give it
through a GreenRide message.
You choose to meet where you
want, you can meet in a public
place until you feel comfortable
with each other.”
While an applicant’s personal
information is required during
the registration process, once a

About our Rent Promotions
V 895-4001
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New beginnings: Students migrate together from the

continued from page A1
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All of my lady tub sandwiches are a tell S inches el
homemade French bread fresh veggie* and the finest
meals & cheese I can bey! And if It matters to you
we slice everything fiesh enetyday in this store, right
here where you can see it (No mysttiy meal here!)

managingeditor® lanthorn com

Carpool

m

8" SUB SANDWICHES

their own ceremonial migration Sunday in which
students, alumni and faculty marched from the old
Niemeyer building to the new Niemeyer.
"It was really cool to see the lasting relationships
built by the Honors College,” Chamberlain said.
“It gave a brief overview of how Niemeyer, the
community, came to be.”
The official dedication of the new Honors
College will take place on Sept. 11.

The same as eat A) Totally Tuna escepl this one has
a lot more Trash huusumadu luna salad pinvolone
sprouts cucumber lettuce A temate .
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Illegal downloading hits home

■Lhmmmm

Grand Valley expands
emergency systems

!
;
;
'
•
•
I
I
r
I
'

GVSU has developed
a new security program
to alert the university
community of emergency
situations.
Modernizing its security
policies,
GVSU
has
instituted
an
electronic
emergency alert system.
The
system
is
immediately
available
to students via online
registration
at GVSU’s
emergency contact Web
site.
One feature includes
text messaging alerts —
the school can now send
texts
to
immediately
advise students of campus
emergencies,
school
closings due to inclement
weather or other similar
situations.
Students
are
automatically signed up to
receive the notifications in
their primary e-mail boxes,
but must sign up for the
text message alerts.
Visit http://www'.gvsu.
edu/emergencycontact
to
sign up for the service.
Additional
security
measures,
such
as
electronic door locks on
dorms and public buildings
that can be activated across
campus by administrators,
are under consideration as
well.

New
CLAS
advising
director unveiled
The new College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Academic Advising Center
is open for the 2008-09
academic year and Betty
Sehaner, former director
of the SMART Center, was
named its director.
The new center will
l( concentrate
advi^ng
for
major
and
minor
students in psychology,
arts
and
humanities,
teacher certification and
the SMART Center for
mathematics and science.
Located in Mackinac
Hall Suite C-l-140, the
center
will
consolidate
its services to provide
information, forms and
procedures
and
pre
professional
advising
for students considering
graduate studies all in one
location.
Previously, the CLAS
advising centers functioned
as separate entities.
The center is open
Monday through Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
• Friday from 8 a.m. to 5
■ p.m.

• GVSU
to
welcome
assistant vice president
•
!
.'
;
;
;
;
•
’
■

l
I
!

l
•
;
;
;
•

A reception is scheduled
for tonight to formally
welcome Ken James, the
new assistant vice president
for affirmative action.
James started working
at GVSU on Aug. II in
the inclusion and equity
division.
Previously, James was
the director of management
and learning development
for Mercy Health Partners’
Human
Resources
department.
The
reception
is
scheduled for 4 p.m. in
the Alumni House on the
Allendale Campus.
Faculty
and
staff
members are invited.

• Last day for full tuition
refund approaching
!
Friday marks the last
I day for students to receive
! a full refund of their tuition
I on any enrolled class for
the fall semester.
;
It is also the last day
; for late registration and
; dropping or adding classes
• for the fall semester.
•
For more information
or to contact a service
representative, contact the
• records andregistration
! offices in
the Student
! Services Building or by
5 visiting the Web site at
' http://www.gvsu.edu/
; register.

GVSU cracks down on
rising number of student
copyright infringernents
By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor

The recording industry is heating
up its complaints against Grand Valley
State University students for illegal
downloading.
Various
record
and
production
companies sent about 290 notices to
GVSU’s Information Technology during
the last academic year for copyright
improprieties, up from about 150 the
previous year.
No lawsuits or demands for payment
have been filed against GVSU students.
Instead, offenders are blocked from
the university network and instructed
to contact the IT Help Desk. An
agreement must be reached to remove
the copyrighted material before Internet
access is restored.
Second offenders have their accounts
blocked and are referred to the dean of
students.
“For the most part, once a warning is
issued, the individual is compliant and
removes the software.” said Bill Fisher,
associate director of technology services.
Burned media: The number of complaints received
"We’ve never really had a problem with
anybody wanting money from students.”
they are sent.”
No reason is known for the increase,
Still, some regularities have developed,
but the stream remains steady. Officials
such as spikes in complaints toward the
said they received about eight complaints
end of semesters. And though GVSU
per week during the 2(X)6-07 academic
receives notices from an
term, then about 10 per
array of organizations,
week for the 2007-08
“It's illegal. It is
the Recording Industry
school year.
Association of America
basically
stealing
But the notices are
appears to be the most
from the creators
sent at various rates,
aggressive, Fisher said.
with more than
10
and publishers of the
The
organization
received some days,
began a formal campaign
material.
We
have
a
and then stretches of
in 2003 to file lawsuits
days or longer without a
zero-tolerance policy
against
individuals
single complaint at other
on this.”
who illegally download
times.
music.
The
Motion
JOHN KLEIN
“It appears to be very
Picture Association of
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
random when they send
America,
Universal,
ACADEMIC SYSTEMS
the complaints,” Fisher
Paramount.
Media
said. “I’ve spoken with
Century and others also
other universities, and no one can really
send notices to the university.
figure out any kind of pattern to when
The RIAA sent a rash of complaints

GVl Illustration / Pete Tabberer

regarding illegal downloading on campus has increased despite offering the free music player, Ruckus

in July for the illegal sharing of various
audio files, most of which focused on hiphop artists.
Notices have been received this week
for illegal downloads of films such as
"The Dark Knight” and “The Mummy:
Tomb of the Dragon Emperor,” songs like
“Pop, Lock and Drop it” and also video
games.
GVSU continues to use a policy of full
compliance with the recording industry.
It is this cooperation Fisher believes has
shielded GVSU students from becoming
subject to fines and lawsuits.
Other universities, such as Central
Michigan and Ferris State universities,
have had fines levied against students.
Most can settle out of court by paying a
$3,000 fine.
“We take a pretty firm stance on (these
complaints),” said John Klein, associate
director of academic systems. “It’s illegal.

It is basically stealing from the creators
and publishers of the material. We have a
zero-tolerance policy on this.”
GVSU does offer an alternative to
students. Ruckus, a free music player
available to all students, is legal for
downloading music, movies and other
files.
About 7,000 students created an
account before last year, which helped to
weather the number of students engaging
in the illegal exchange of copyrighted
material, Klein said.
No figures for Ruckus’ use in 2007-08
were available.
“The number of illegal downloads
increases as campus traffic increases, and
so do the complaints,” Klein said. “But
the availability of Ruckus has helped.”
news @ lanthorn x:om
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Bus ridership continues to grow
New routes,
Web site provide
convenience; GV
prepares to beat
last year’s numbers

include an additional Allendale
route, is free for students and
can help alleviate the burden of
fluctuating gas prices.
An
average
commute
between the Pew and Allendale
campuses at 20 miles per gallon
would cost a student $5.16 per
trip, based on Monday’s fuel
prices.
By Jason Puscas
This extra cost coupled with
GVl. Staff Writer
a weakening economy and
Just shy of 2 million Grand
elevated tuition costs is expected
Valley State University students
to yield yet another record
rode The Rapid
ridership
of
last
year,
‘When we think about The Rapid.
topping
the
Use
has
keeping the cost of
former record
steadily
of 1.59 million.
an education down,
increased
With rising
everyone is focused
since GVSU
prices
for
launched its
on tuition ... but
both
gasoline
partnership
and
tuition
that is really just the
withtheGrand
burdening
Rapids-based
beginning.”
students
company
in
this fall, the
1996,
when
JIM BACHMEIER
university
is
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
ridership was
encouraging
about
5,300
students
to
per month. In 2007, the GVSU
continue to take advantage of
routes averaged about 275,000
the service. The bus system,
rides per month.
which was expanded last year to
In anticipation of even more

use this academic year, the
university has contracted 19
buses to run the four routes —
the GVSU off-campus shuttle,
south campus shuttle, Campus
Connector and the Center for
Health Sciences shuttle.
Lisa Haynes, assistant vice
president of Pew Campus
Operations, is a university
administrator trying to educate
students on the benefits of using
the bus system.
“When students ride the
bus, it saves energy (by) not

using the gallons of gasoline,
it helps them financially and
it saves the environment,”
she said. “What we have done
is taken on the initiative of
wanting students to ride the bus
and to take advantage of these
opportunities.”
GVSU has launched yet
another service to help make
riding the bus more convenient
for students, a “Find the Route”
option is now available via a
link on GVSU’s busing Web
site.

“We have (a link) where
people can ask ‘how do I get
to such-and-such location?’”
Haynes said. “They submit the
form (online) and we respond
with route numbers and how
to get there. While a relatively
new program, we’re getting
about 150 requests a day.”
Jim
Bachmeier,
vice
president of finance at GVSU,
recognizes the importance of
keeping college affordable for
students.
“When
we think about
keeping the cost of an education
down, everyone is focused on
tuition,obviously,” he said. “But
that is really just the beginning.
If I can save you money by
putting you on a bus instead of
a car, if I can save you money
by making more used books
available at the bookstore, if
we can save you money by
offering a greater availability
of classes and by streamlining
curriculum so we can get you
out a semester sooner, those are
big cost aids.”

GVl Archive I Kelly Begerow

Ride: Students save money by taking the bus that has new routes for convenience

jpuscas @ lanthorn xom

Grant strengthens police force, targets underage drinking
By Kimberly Shine
GVl. Staff Writer

Despite a growing student body,
alcohol infractions at both on- and
off-campus locations have dropped by
almost 20 percent since 2003.
The total number of Minor in
Possession citations issued by GVSU
officers the last academic year was 225,
down from the 273 handed out in 2005
and the 281 from 2003, according to
police records.
Contributing to this trend is the
passage and enforcement of the Youth
Alcohol Enforcement grant, said Capt.
Brandon Dellaan, assistant of GVSU’s
Department of Public Safety. The grant
provides funds for additional alcohol
detection equipment and strengthens
police patrols during peak times of
alcohol consumption.
The strict enforcement of these laws
helps to reduce MIPs long-term, deters
the furnishing of alcohol to minors and

decreases
criminal
acts. DeHaan said.
“Studies
indicate
that individuals that
consumealcohol under
21 years of age often
engage in
larceny,
malicious destruction
of
property
and
assaultive behavior,”
he added.
The funds also help
staff officers based on call-for-service
rates, which tend to increase Thursday
through Saturday nights.
Added patrols will most likely be in
effect during the first weeks of school,
on weekends and during football games
and other events where alcohol may be
served to minors. DeHaan said.
“We identify dates when officers
believe there is a higher expectation for
underage consumption of alcohol,” he
said. “It is an attempt to curtail underage
drinking. We want to ensure individuals

“I think the grant is good and 1 agree
are in compliance with the law.”
with alcohol not being passed to minors,
The grant began Oct. 1,2007 but will
but I don’t think their presence will stop
wrap up Sept. 30. DPS plans to apply
minors from drinking,”
for a new grant to cover
she said.
another 12 months.
“We want to ensure
Elder, a senior and
The Ottawa County
political science major,
and
Holland
Police
individuals are in
also believes competition
departments
share
the grant money with
compliance with the from local businesses and
the college environment
GVSU. During the life
law.”
may prove challenging to
of the grant. an estimated
DPS and Ottawa County
200 citations were given
BRANDON DEHAAN
officers.
to students and local
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLC
“There
are
three
businesses,
said
Lt.
SAFETY
liquor
stores
around
Steve Kempker of the
here and even minors
Ottawa County Sheriff’s
can get people to buy
Department.
Offenses include MIPs handed out for them liquor,” she said. “It’s not just the
parties.”
underage consumption of alcohol as well
as citations given to local establishments
kshine@lanthorn xom
that sell alcohol to minors.
While the increased patrols may deter
See more: Go to the
some underage drinking, off-campus
resident Janella Elder believes the extra
editorial on A4
effort may not be as effective.
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Raise glasses responsibly
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As the first week of classes commences,
Grand Valley State University students
should start the semester off responsibly
and avoid going wild at a time that could
matter the most.
The first week of classes is something significant in a college
student’s life. It can represent being one step closer to becoming a
college graduate or it can symbolize the closing of one gap and the
opening of another.
Whatever the case may be, it certainly deserves some recognition
and celebration for accomplishment.
But some students seem to take the word celebration to a whole
other level.
Even though alcohol infractions have been on the decline at
GVSU, drinking is still a problem at the beginning of every semester.
On Oct. 1,2007, a grant was given to GVSU, Ottawa County and the
Holland Police Departments to provide additional alcohol detection
equipment and police patrols. Students attempting to squeeze in last
moments of inebriated bliss will now see extra police officers hitting
the streets to prevent or punish irresponsible drinking.
Celebrating at this point in life is OK and well-deserved, but do so
responsibly. Designating a sober driver or even drinking at home will
help prevent the trouble of facing an alcohol infraction.
Have fun and certainly celebrate the accomplishment of making it
this far, but this week, although filled with syllabus readings and class
expectations, is still important nonetheless. Nothing is worse than
starting off the semester with a citation or even attending a 9 a.m.
lecture with a really bad headache.

GVLI Elliot Slenk

YOUR INSIGHTS ---------------------------------------------------------

What is a Laker?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR--------------------------------After reading Schumaker’s article,
“Ancient, evil, Republican puppet,”
I have to say I was bewildered. I am
used to his “shock jock" mentality
and the weekly polarizing diatribe
that accompanies it. However, I
think he has gone to another level.
Calling McCain “an old white guy
with a lumpy face and a robot wife”
is a bit out of touch, wouldn’t you
say? The rest of the article goes on
to blast McCain essentially on the
basis that he is Republican. There is
no better way than to prove yourself
being a ignorant and single-minded
college student than to act like if the
world doesn’t agree with you, then it’s
wrong. I get that Schumacher believes
in gay adoption rights, but if McCain
doesn’t that doesn’t mean that he is
past the times. Personally, I think
that if a child currently doesn’t have
a home, and he could be in one, than
let him be adopted by a homosexual
couple. Just because 1 disagree with
McCain, than doesn’t mean I think

he is living in the past. Go ahead,
you have every right to paint the
Democrats as part of a more socially
aware, philosophical crowd that is
more intelligent than the “hillbilly,
Wal-Mart shopping” Republicans.
However, Schumacher must be joking
when he attacked McCain and other
Republicans for playing to their
audiences. If you have given any
attention to the Obama campaign, you
will have seen many changes he has
gone through (see leaving his church)
to be more electable. If you think
Obama is some kind of pure human
being who will do what he thinks is
right 100% of the time than drink up,
1 hope the Kool-Aid tastes good. Just
don’t be surprised that if the Obama
administration is the same type of
“Old Boy Society” as we have seen
with just about every other president.
Matt Wittbrodt
GVSU Freshman

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Editorial Page Board

Danielle Arndt
Kyle Meinke

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor

“... I’m going to try to be a little
more personable to students, meet
a lot of new people, reach out at
different events, represent Senate
and let people know who I am.”
Autumn Trombka
GVSU Student Body President

GVL OPINION POLICY ■
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those
of the Grand Valley lanthom.
The Grand Valley lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letters will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each

"Somebody who is in control

“A lake steamer or a canal

"Someone who sails on

of the lakes, the lakerman. He

boat."

lakes.”

keeps the lakes together, and
Louie, our mascot, keeps us
together."
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Accepting other's differences
By Brandon Melnyk
GVL Columnist

<§nmb l)allev %antf)orn

Alicia Wireman

"A rowdy, horny sailor that
gets drunk all night."

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The alitor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for emirs that
appear in print as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters or e-mail typographic
errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the

If someone makes a bold
statement to you, how would
you react to it? I mean a bold
statement in which you really
take in an offensive manner?
Someone so close minded,
who does not even know
you, but has the audacity to
offend you for your sexual
orientation. This is something
I have to deal with.
More importantly, plenty
of other people have to deal
with the same issue.
A person does not have to
travel far to see such acts of
disrespect happen to them, as
it happens on a daily basis in
their own neighborhoods.
It happens on every college
campus, ours included.
I am gay. I can live with
that, but some people have a
very difficult time doing the
same.
If you do not want me in
your life, get away from me.

Do not
worry
about me,
I will be
just fine.
I have
enough
friends
who can
accept me
for who
I am.
People look at me strange
because they see me around
a group of guys. The same
people look at me differently
when they see my boyfriend
and I holding hands. Why?
Because we are different than
them? We are doing the same
thing you and your girlfriend
or boyfriend do yet we are
different.
Is there a reason why
people should not be happy,
regardless of who they have
deep feelings for? 1 want to
be able to go anywhere and
be accepted for who I am and
was meant to be.

I know that will never
happen, and if it does, my
time will have already passed.
It is a very sad truth I — along
with many others — are
almost always forced to
accept.
Acts of discrimination and
bias are not solely based upon
a person’s choice of sexual
orientation, oh no.
Little things such as
clothing or the way the way
a person walks should not
merit the making of rude
or demeaning comments or
gestures. But it does.
Looking at someone of a
different ethnicity the wrong
way could spark a battle
among two different groups of
paiple. They did not choose
to be that way, they were bom
that way.
Not just the clothing you
wear allows others to judge
you but the way you wear
them. Wear your clothes
too baggy and you might be
considered a thug. Too tight,

people might think you are
emo. Most of the time that is
not the case, but a stereotype.
Does that bother you?
Here is a hint: Do not kx>k at
them as if it is bothering you.
Just because a guy likes a
guy does not make him any
less important in the world
If someone of a different
ethnicity or race than you
attempts to talk to you, do not
shut them down because they
do not look like you.
r
When you see someone 7
who wears different clothes !
than you do, try something *
new and not give them an evij,
eye.
5
Individuals are just that,; *
individuals — they are not I J
you. You do not have to like ~r
people who are different than*
you but there is something ; •
you should do to them. You* J
should be accepting of therrC £
they are not going to changd, T
not for you close-minded ^ £
people.
• £
bmelnyk® lanthom ronj
* •*

Finance placed on back burner
By Patricia Saenz
GVL Columnist
Walking through Kirkhof
the other day, I was ambushed
by credit card and bank
representatives, all trying to
get me to sign up. If I didn’t
have the financial savvy I’ve
gained through my age and
education, I probably would
have signed up with one or
two of them and gotten stuck
with credit cards I don’t need
and probably wouldn’t want
later on. But this got me
thinking, what about everyone
else? Most students are not
being educated about basic
finances.
Almost no one on campus
is required to take any type
of finance class in their entire
college career. These people
arc leaving our university with
a well-rounded education,
yet they have not been taught
basic financial skills they
will need once they graduate

Yes, many students have
credit cards they pay their
minimum balances on, and
even take care of their loans
for their education. But in the
real world, there is no free
financial aid office to help
you figure out how loans and
payments work. The paiple
in the real world who can
help you figure it all out often
charge a hefty price to answer
those questions. Life after
college is difficult enough.
Without basic knowledge
of finances, it is even harder
not only to succeed, but to
survive.
Every day, students leave
the comfort of the university
and venture out into the
real world with little if any
knowledge of finances. Do we
really wonder what’s wrong
with the economy? I strongly
believe a basic personal
finances course should be
a requirement for every
graduate. I see all my friends

spending
far
beyond
their
means and
no one is
teaching
them they
need to
stop. I am Saenz
shocked
to hear some of my friends
complain they have no food,
yet a week earlier, they went
the movies twice and bought
aWii.
For a lot of students on
campus, sacrificing this
week’s groceries so they can
go out to Mojo’s Friday night
with their friends might make
sense to them in the moment.
But how will this spending
pattern translate over to the
future? Are these students
really expected to be able
to change over finm their
frivolous life, to a life where
they must pay their bills on

•

)
‘#1

time? These individuals are j
not budgeting, saving and
*
making the most of what
«
they earn both now and in the«
future. These students need tcv
start saving for a home, a car,7
and yes children. No one is '
teaching all these individuals
they should be saving now for
retirement.
If this does not change
we will keep developing
generations of people who
don’t understand finances
and cause our country a great
deal of anguish in the form
of government aid. Who
do you blame for students
entering the world without
this information? The students
themselves, who should figure
out what they need to leam
in order to make it in the
world? Or the institution who
promises to give them a solid
education and prepare them
for the world? I blame both.
psaenz® lanthorn rom
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Korean-inspired ceramics at PAC
GVSU’s own
brings history of
ceramics through
bamboo, suspended
submarines
By Dani Willcutt
GVL A&E Editor

The Grand Valley State
University
Art
Gallery
officially opened its doors
as students made their way
to their first classes of the
semester.
A new exhibit, “Function or
Submarine,” is now on display.
Created by Hoon Lee,ceramics
program coordinator of the Art
and Design Department, the
exhibit features ceramic works
that follow ancient Korean
style.
The pieces on display utilize
traditional Asian techniques
and are made from ancient
Korean clays, celadon and
buncheong.
Asia has long been at the
center of the world’s ceramic
designs, Lee said.
“(In theceramicscurriculum
at GVSU) you actually study
Korea because you study
the history of ceramics,” he
added.
When one walks into the
gallery
displaying
Lee’s
“Function
or
Submarine”
exhibit, one will see ceramics
in shades of blue, brown and
ivory lining the perimeter of

the room. Each piece is within
view of the display’s largest
piece and focal point — a
hollow submarine made from
strips of bamboo and zip-ties.
The submarine resembles
a floating zephyr suspended
from the high, hollowed-out
ceiling.
Lee does not expect each
person who sees his exhibit to
comprehend every aspect of
it. He would instead prefer to
give his audience something
they can enjoy.
“Just go look at it,” Lee
said. “You don’t have to try
and understand everything that
it’s about. Just go and feel it
— you have to enjoy it, that’s
important.”
Aside from viewing his
ceramic
works, Lee
also
encourages students to create
their own ceramics. However,
patience is a much-needed
asset in the world of ceramics.
“Not so many young people
enjoy ceramics since you're
not going to get that instant
result,” Lee said. “(Ceramics)
takes a long time even to
produce one simple thing.
Right now, it’s graphic design
and illustration (that’s in).”
Lee also made sure toexplain
art classes are not reserved
solely for art students.
Take, for example, the
Introduction
to
Ceramics
course that is offered at
GVSU.
“1 do have a lot of different
major students — psychology.

biology — I think it’s good
for them, not just for artists,”
Lee said. “Getting your hands
dirty.”
“Function or Submarine”
will be on exhibition in the
GVSU Art Gallery in the
Performing Arts Center until
Sept. 26. Admission is free.
There will be a reception the
night of Sept. 4 from 5 to 7
p.m. Lee will be present and
able to answer any questions
attendees may have.
Lee’s exhibit is only the
first in a series of ceramic
displays to introduce Korean
pottery styles to GVSU.
The upcoming GVSU Art
and Design Ceramics ArtistIn-Residency Program, which
was recently inaugerated by
Lee, will also feature Korean
designs. An exhibit titled
“Separation
as
Together:
Soonjung Hong and Eunmee
Lee” will follow Lee’s and
occupy the Art Gallery in the
Performing Arts Center for
about six weeks, Lee said. The
show will be a part of the Fall
Arts Celebration.
Eunmee and Hong, during
their
residency,
will
be
available in the ceramics work
shop where they hope to aid
students seeking professional
advice or guidance.
The art gallery is open at 10
a.m. for all exhibits. For more
information, call (616) 331 2564.
arts@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Suspended: Hoon Lee's newest exhibit "Function or Submarine" is now open for viewing in the Performing Arts Center. These
works are on display in the gallery until Sept. 26.

GV film holds onto success
By Dani Willcutt
GVL A&E Editor

Each summer Grand Valley
State University challenges
its film students to enter a
professional setting and create
a feature film via its Summer
Film Project.
In 2007, students proved
up to the challenge, creating
“To Live and Die in Dixie”
— a film that’s still gaining
momentum.
“To Live and Die in Dixie”
is a crime drama based upon
the true story of a murder
that happened on a Louisiana
college campus
in
1987.
To ensure justice is served
to the killer, secretary Eve
Chase (played by Heather
Prete) embarks on a four-year
expedition to solve the case.
The film premiered earlier
this year at Studio 28 in

“(Goodrich) wanted to get
Grand Rapids and will soon be
more independent films to the
coming to Grand Haven 9, as it
theater and support the local
continues its trek through West
colleges, it’s just a good thing
Michigan theaters.
“It has shown at Studio 28, to do,” said Dustin Vanzyll,
manager of
Ionia Theatre,
Grand Haven
Holland 7 and
“Pulling together
9.
now
Grand
The
all of those actors
Haven
9,”
SummerFilm
said
John
and locations and
Project
not
Harper Philbin.
assembling the
only
gives
associate
students the
professor
of
complex storyline
experienceof
film and video
on film was a huge
working on a
production,
challange.”
professional
as well as the
film set, but
director
and
JOHN HARPER PHILBIN
it also allows
producer of “To
DIRECTOR. PRODUCER OF
them
to
Live and Die in
"TO LIVE AND DIE IN DIXIE"
expand their
Dixie.”
resumes.
Bob
For this reason, it is easier for
Goodrich, owner of the GQT
students to find work in the
movie theater chain, has been
“a friend and supporter of film industry upon graduation,
Philbin explained.
GVSU’s film program” for
Being
a
feature-length
some time, Philbin said.

crime drama, “To Live and Die
in Dixie” was a challenge for
the film crew to create in many
ways. However, this made for
a more interesting filming
process, Philbin said.
“The story, beginning in
1987, occurs over four years
in three cities and has a dozen
characters,” he said. “Pulling
together all of those actors and
locations and assembling the
complex storyline on film was
a huge challenge. But we did
... and I really loved working
with the professional actors
and outstanding student film
crew.”
“To Live and Die in Dixie”
also reveals an important
aspect about the direction of
the Michigan film industry.
“‘Dixie’ is the first featurelength film ever produced with
a student crew by a university
in Michigan,” Philbin said.
“The film is set in Louisiana,
Memphis and Atlantic City, yet
it was all filmed in Michigan.
It shows off lots of great
locations in our state — and
all of the above-the-line and
below-the-line talent available
in the state.”
The success of the film
has also brought notoriety to
GVSU’s growing film program.
Philbin said the students and
the overall product reflect
GVSU’s
commitment
to
integrate a liberal education
with
a
professional
one.
The
program's
emphasis
on
providing
a
broad
understanding of the film
industry, as well as a knowledge
of specific technical skills is
also apparent, he added.
“Janet Lockwood from the
Michigan Film Office calls
GVSU ‘the best film program
in the state,’” Philbin said.
“Making a feature-length film
only adds to the quality, profile
and reputation of our major.”

Courtesy Photo / http://www bfish.nen.net/dixie

Murder she wrote: Jenny Garris and Marcus Hendricks star in GVSU’s production of "To Live and Die in Dixie"

arts@lanthorn.com
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• Nazareth with Manny

Saturday

Sunday

• Friday nights at the GRAM
from 5 to 9 p.m. at the Grand

Charlton: Doors open at 7 p.m.

• New Talent Night at Wealthy

• The Official Black and

Show starts at 8 p.m. Adults

Theatre: Shows is from 8 to

White Affair: All night at the

Rapids Art Museum.

are $15 in advance, $18 day

10:30 p.m. at the Wealthy

Intersection in Grand Rapids.

of show at the Intersection in

Theatre in Grand Rapids.

• The Concussions CD release
show at Hopcat: Show starts at
9 p.m. in Grand Rapids.
• Comlag + Darkroom +
Sunset Sunrise concert: Show
starts at 8:30 p.m., $3 at
Lemonjello's in Holland.

Grand Rapids.

• Pop Punk and Ska Fest:

• Eight live bands at

Show starts at 5 p.m., $5 at

Skelletones: Show starts at 5

Skelletones in Grand Rapids.

p.m., $5 at Skelletones in Grand

Featuring bands Kaline, Death

Rapids.

or Glory and Ras Tyger.

**Don't Forget: The Rapid
Weekend Connector (Bus
50) runs until 2:30 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday. For more
information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/bus.

Courtesy Photo I www.slashfilm.com
Outcasted:

Rainn Wilson's Fish Fishman in "The Rocker."

Film lacks 'rocker'
By Dani Willcutt
GVL A&E Editor

☆ out of ☆☆☆☆
Most famous for his acting
in “The Office” and “Six Feet
Under,” Rainn Wilson shows his
characters can spark interest in
moviegoers
too. The
problem
is Wilson
has trouble
maintaining
that interest
in this
humble film.
Amidst a
heavyweight
list of
comedies in theaters right now,
“The Rocker” appears to be a
major contender. The film tells
the story of a high school rock
band made up of outcasts, who
find themselves in desperate
need of a drummer. So desperate,
in fact, they turn to Matt’s (Josh
Gad) Uncle Robert “Fish”
Fishman (Wilson).
It is easy to want to like “The
Rocker” — especially for those
who find themselves enjoying
Wilson’s acting skills on “The
Office”
With the image of Schrute
standing foremost in the viewer’s
mind, it is hard to not be
disappointed in the comparably
normal character of Fishman.
This is one of those films that
gives away every laugh-out-loud
moment in the trailers. These
moments are enough to draw in
an audience, but the redundant
pranks and jokes are tiring.
What the commercials don’t
show, however, are the heartfelt
moments that fill up the audience
with nostalgia for the genre of
nock.
One of the best aspects of

“The Rocker” is that, through
Fishman and brooding band
frontman Curtis (Teddy Geiger),
the heart of rock n’ roll is
uncovered.
A memorable scene is when
Curtis and Fishman drive around
their hometown of Cleveland.
Fishman, in hopes of cheering up
the discouraged Curtis, decides
to give the band’s demo the “car
test.”
The rules to the car test are
simple — as Fishman tells
Curtis — the best way to tell if
the music has staying power is to
drive around aimlessly listening
to it. “If it makes us feel like
we’re on top of the world, we
have something.” An aspect of
music that most viewers can
relate to.
The film is a decently
charming screwball comedy
with characters that are likeable,
albeit overly dramatic. For
example, does every song that
Curtis writes have to be about his
estranged father'? This seems to
be taking the contemporary emovibe a little too far.
Maybe the reason Wilson’s
Fishman seems either overdone
or not done enough is the
zaniness. Not zany in a crazy
Jack Black sort of way - more
crazy in a puking-in-the-pantspocket sort of way — yes, the
film also goes for some rather
cheap gross-out moments.
A good example would be
Fishman's pre-show ritual
of vomiting in his hand and
pocketing said vomit. This is a
very gross moment that’s a little
too over-the-top.
Overall “The Rocker” has
plenty of scenes that provoke
chuckles from the audience, but
it could have done more.
arts@ lanthorn com
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MAGIC MAZE

Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter

p w R T Q N K 1

r
...8 in the morning
classes...what was I
thinking...

HOSCHTON.Ga.(AP) - This
small northeastern Geoigia town’s
population boom is frightening.
In a bid to break a world record
for scarecrows and scare up some
fun for the fall season, thousands
of straw-stuffed newcomers are

creeping across town.
There’s a scuba diver, the
Georgia Bulldogs f(x>tball team
and — of course — the cast of the
Wizard of Oz. Even likenesses of
Jesus and Elvis popped up.
The 1.700 real residents of
Hoschton hope to nearly triple their
population with 4j000 scarecrows
and break the Guinness World
Record for “Most Scarecrows in
One Location.”
The title belongs to the
Cincinnati Horticultural Society's
Cincinnati Rower and Kami Fest,
which set the record in 2003 with
3311 scarecrows.
Antique dealer Robbie Bettis
and her husband, Fred, are leading
the effort for the town’s fall festival,
which begins Monday.
On Wednesday they watched
over an assembly line at an old
downtown train depot, where about
20 people passed wooden frames
among tables of dingy clothes,
yellow milk jugs, plastic grocery
bags, old hats, twine, ribbon and
other donated materials
"We thought if we gave people
something fun to do then maybe
they will forget about the difficult
economy,” she said. "Winning the
world record is just a byproduct .”

Crows and criminals beware:
Two men caught knocking over
scarecrows were sentenced to
build 25 of them, lest they face
trespassing charges. Mayor Bill
Copenhaver said.
CATAWBA, Wis. (AP) - A
1991 Chevrolet Silverado that has
traveled more than I million miles
is still on the market, its owner
says, though it failed to fetch the
premium price that he had hoped
for.
Frank Oresnik said he failed to
sell the 1991 truck during a 10-day
auction on eBay that ended Sunday .
He had placed a minimum bid of
$30j000, and said all he got was a
couple of feelers.
But he’s not giving up.
The 58-year-old Oresnik said
he is going to put the truck back
on eBay later this week with no
minimum bid.
Oresnik bought the truck 12
years ago when it had 41 XXX) miles.
He used the vehicle to deliver
seafood in three states, putting on
about 85 XXX) miles a year.
When the odometer hit a million
miles earlier this year, the feat
brought him national attention.
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FEDERAL
WAY,
Wash.
(AP) — A judge has decided that
a suburban Seattle woman who
registered her Australian shepherdterrier mix to vote has spent enough
time in the legal doghouse.
Jane Balogh (BAY’-loh) had
been charged with making a
false statement but entered into a
plea agreement last year. A King
County judge dismissed the charge
Monday after Balogh showed that
she had paid $240 in court costs
and completed community service.
Balogh says she registered her
dog Duncan to protest a loophole
in the law that she says makes voter
registration so easy a nonexistent
person could be added to the voter
rolls.
She says she made no secret of
her action after the fact, telling a
number of elected officials she had
registered her dog.
And she says Duncan never
voted.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backward. up, down and diagonally.

Frilled
Giant
Green
Horned

Alderman
Alligator
Dragon
Fence

Komodo
Lounge
Monitor
Sagebrush

Spiny
Water
Whiptail
,
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Golf returns with high expectations
After successful spring campaigns, GVSU’s men's, women's
golf teams return with wealth of talent, hope for future
By Justin Hoff
GVL Staff Writer

GVl Archive / Kaitlyn Irwin

Power hitter: Freshman Cameron Thomas hits the ball to
the green at a golf invitational last year.

The 2008 Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s golf teams are excited as
the fall season approaches.
And with that excitement comes some hefty
expectations.
Both teams are coming off successful seasons
with plenty to anticipate, said GVSU men’s
head coach Don Underwood and women’s head
coach Rebecca Mailloux.
The men’s golf team is returning five of
its top six players that helped GVSU win the
GLIAC championship last year. These include
seniors Tyler Hering, Matt Malloure and Matt
Johnson as well as junior Josh Burt. Sophomore
Mike Basinski also returns this year for the
Lakers.
The team did lose team captain Josh Orler,
an All-American from a year ago.
Red-shirt senior Tony Mango will also
compete for a top five spot on the team
coming off a season marred by injury. GVSU
will also welcome the addition of Anthony
Provenzola who transferred from Oakland
Community College. Provenzola was one of
the top community college players in the state.
Underwood said.
“I expect to see improvement throughout
the season and see all my players working hard
every day,” Underwood said. “It's going to
be fun to watch these guys compete and I am
looking forward to the competition among the
team. We are a very deep team, and I have a lot
of hard decisions to make based on who travels
and competes in each tournament.”

On the women’s side the team returns four
key members from its third place team at the
national championship. Sophomores Kristina
Langton and Allie Tyler provide the foundation
for a young team that also returns juniors Caitlin
Bennett and Ashley Smith.
“With virtually the whole team coming
back, including our four national championship
members, I do not plan on taking any steps back
during this season,” Mailloux said. “We are
playing in two Division I tournaments, so that
should be a great test for our team. My goal is
for us to get a couple of wins from that and to
be competitive.”
Mailloux was hired in August after Lori
Stinson resigned in July to work for her family
business.
“I am most looking forward to working with
the talent and getting to the next level,” Mailloux
said. “Lori (Stinson) was a great coach and very
successful. Coming from Florida, I feel I have
good coaching experience and I want to see
what I can do here at GVSU.”
Tyler knows the women on the team can
perform on an individual basis but hopes by
season-end they can play as a team also.
“All of us can play really well individually,”
Tyler said. “We lost one senior and we have one
incoming freshman. We plan on getting better
as the season wears on and we expect to do well
as a team.”
The men will tee off its season at the Northern
Michigan Invitational in Marquette, Mich, from
Sept. 6-7. The women will compete at Ferris
State University this weekend in its first action
of the season.
jhoff@ lanthorn .com

GVL Archive > Anna Schwallier

In perfect form: Michelle Boogaard of the women's varsity
golf team tees off from the 11th hole during the women's
charity golf outing last year. The Lakers were stationed at
various holes to help the golfers passing through by teeing
off, chipping or putting for them.

Mailloux introduced as women’s golf coach
Former sunshine
state coach readies
for breakout
season at GVSU
By Justin Hoff
GVL Staff Writer

On Aug. 5 Grand Valley
State
University
Athletic
Director Tim Selgo announced
the hiring of Rebecca Mailloux
as the new
women’s
golf coach.
Mailloux
is replacing
Lori Stinson,
who coached
GVSU
for
nine years.
Stinson
resigned
to
join a family
business in Fort Wayne, Ind.
“We are excited to have

as a part-time coach before
becoming the head coach that
very year.
This was the first and only
coaching stop in her career.
“I
am
extremely
has had a
excited,”
great career as a golfer,
State
Mailloux said.
“GVSU has a
Conference,
and her experience as
great reputation
which
is
a head coach ... will be
for
athletics.
the toughest
I came from
conference
valuable in keeping our a competitive
in women's
school
in
a
golf
in
program in the elite
very
strong
Division
grouping.”
conference.
II, will be
I can’t wait
valuable in
to be a part
keeping our
TIM SELGO
of a winning
program
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
program here
in the elite
and
have
a
grouping at
chance to win
the top of
a
national
championship.
the country in (Division) II.”
Support here at GVSU has
Mailloux
previously
been top notch as well.”
coached for St. Leo University
Mailloux
is
originally
in Florida for four years.
from West Warwick, R.I. but
She was initially hired
Rebecca Mailloux take over
the leadership of our women’s
golf program,” Selgo said.
“She has had a great career as
a golfer, and her experience
as a head
“(Mailloux)
coach in the
Sunshine

graduated from the University
of Southern Florida in 2001.
Post-graduation, Mailloux
spent two years on the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
Futures Tour.
Mailloux
was
a
part
of
two
Conference
USA
Championships while playing
at South Florida.
She was also named the
female athlete of the year in
2002 in Rhode Island.

Sophomores Allie Tyler and
Kristina Langton are eager to
see what Mailloux will bring
to the program.
“So far she seems really
laid back,” Tyler said. “We,
as a team, are excited to have
her as our new head coach. I
have met her a couple of times
— she comes from a good
program down in Florida. 1
feel she can really help us out
this season.”

Mailloux
takes over a
veteran-laden team that is
coming off a great season.
Last year’s team finished third
at the 2008 NCAA Division
II Women’s Golf National
Championships.
The team returns four of its
top five golfers from the 2008
team that helped capture the
GLIAC title.
jhoff® lanthorn .com

Cross country ready to go the distance
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer

GVL Archive / Elis* Miller

Above: GVSU runner Nate Peck
(sophomore) takes first during a cross
country meet at the Aquinas Open
Below: GVSU runner Sarah Kulczycki
(junior) heads toward the finish line
during a cross country meet at the
Aquinas Open

In the midst of the mayhem
and commotion that comes with
the beginning of the football
season, another Grand Valley
State University athletic team is
seeking a spot in the university
trophy case.
But if GVSU’s cross country
team wants to make a run at this
year’s national championship,
it will have a few obstacles to
overcome, especially on the
men’s side.
The men’s team has been
successful in recent years,
finishing in the top six at
each of the past four national
championship meets. Last year
the team finished fourth overall.
But after graduating six of its
top eight athletes, the team will
have to do some rebuilding.
A
team
comprised
predominantlyof underclassmen,
this year’s team is lacking in the
Held experience that helped last
year’s team excel.
Despite the odds,GVSU head
coach Jerry Baltes maintains high
expectations for his athletes.
“We’ve
got
five
redshirt freshmen and one true
freshman running in our front
group,” Baltes said. “But our
expectation is still to compete
for the conference championship
and
regional
championship.
Hopefully we’ll still have a shot
to crack the top four again in the
national meet.”
Baltes
said
he believes
the younger athletes can be a
valuable asset to the team.
“It’s just a matter of adjusting
and adapting to training,” he
said. “Of course we’ll depend
on Chris (Hammer) to set the
tone athletically, but as the

younger guys progress with
training, they’ll become more
and more important to the team
as a whole.”
As one of the veterans,
Hammer, a junior, will have to
take on a leadership role that he
says he has not had for a long
time.
“This year is going to be the
total opposite of the last four
years for me,” Hammer said.
“I haven’t been the best on any
team since high school, and
now all of a sudden, I’m the
most experienced. I’ve always
run from the back of the pack,
so now I’ll have to get used to
running at the front so I can sort
of set the example for everyone
else.”
The women, however, are
far more fortified than the men
in terms of experience. After
graduating only one of its top
seven runners, the women look to
be in a prime position to compete
for a national championship.
“Of course we want to
compete for the conference
championship,”
Baltes
said.
“But this year I really feel like
we have a chance to take home
the
national
championship.
We’ve got about 15 ladies that
can easily crack our top seven
on a given day. It’s hard to single
any one of them out as the team
leader when they’re all such
strong runners.”
Both teams will get the chance
to test their level of competition
today when they host the I-aker
Kick-Off Classic.
“It’s more of a glorified
workout than anything else,”
Baltes commented. “But it will
give us the chance to see where
we stand."

WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student Checking Account and you'll be
automatically entered in our Scholarship Sweepstakes. One student
will win $10,000 toward college tuition costs and 10 students will
win $1,000. It’s just one way Fifth Third can help, so you can lighten
the stress—or simply shift it toward a midterm. Call 1-877-579-5353
or visit 53.com to see how we can support your education.

Fifth Third Bank
53.com
Me
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NUMBER
CRUNCHER

The number of goals
GVSU soccer's alltime scoring leader
Katy Tafler has
notched entering
her senior year.

Target cumulative
grade point average
for the men's and
women's tennis
teams.

Intercollegiate
volleyball will now
require 25 points to
win a game instead
of 30.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Cross Country
Laker Kick Off

Classic, 6 p.m.

FRIDAY
Soccer
GVSU vs. University
of Tampa, 6 p.m.

Volleyball
GVSU at southern
Indiana (Rolla,
Mo.) 11 a.m.
GVSU at Truman
State (Rolla, Mo.)
5 p.m.

SATURDAY
Volleyball
GVSU at North
Alabama (Rolla,
Mo.) 11 a.m.
GVSU at Pittsburgh
State (Rolla, Mo.)
5 p.m.
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Soccer 'prepared' for championship
Experienced team ready to defend
last season’s No. 3 in country rank
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Staff Writer

“Be prepared.”
That is the message senior forward Katy Tafler is sending
to her teammates with the start of the regular season just a
day away.
“The bonding time is over” she said. “It’s time to think
about what we have to do to win games.”
The Leakers, ranked No. 3 in the country, went undefeated
through the season before eventually falling to the national
champion University of Tampa in the NCAA Division II
Final Four 2-1. Those same two teams will square off again
in the season opener in Allendale on Friday at 6 p.m.
“We feel like we’ve had a pretty good recipe the last
couple of years,” said GVSU head coach David Dilanni. “I
think it would be a mistake for us to be drastic and change
things.”
Even though the team lost four players from last year’s
squad, including three starters on defense, Dilanni said the
team is still an experienced group.
"We have a lot of experience coming back.” Dilanni said.
“ ITiey just weren’t starters so it’s going to take some time
to find a proper mix. Every game we hope to get a little bit
better and we’ll hopefully be there in the end.”
But “there” is something the team is keeping in perspective
by not talking about it.
“It’s always a goal to win the championship,” said senior
midfielder Meaghan Robinson. “This year is no different.
But we don’t talk about it really. It’s an unsaid thing where
we always take it one game at a time. 'ITiat’s the only thing
that’s in our sights.”
Dilanni said the team has more depth than he previously
thought, including eight seniors who the team will lean on
through the beginning of the year.
“We have an All-American goalkeeper in Kristina
Nasturzio at the back so that’s going to help a great deal,”
he said.
Another returning All-American is Tafler, the 2(X)7
Daktronics NCAA Division II Player of the Year and all-time
leading scorer at GVSU. She currently has 94 goals, just six
shy of the century mark — a number Tafler was not even
aware she was approaching.
“Anyone that leads the country two years in a row in
goals and comes in second her freshman year obviously
brings goal scoring ability,” Dilanni said. “That’s obviously
a key component in the game. Katy is a very competitive

GVt / Brian Sevald

Striking offense: Ashley Elsass drives into the Mercyhurst end during

game last season

girl on the held and in training. She’s a very good balance of
what we try to do at Grand Valley. She sets a nice example
for our team.”
Tafler is not the only one approaching the century mark.
In his sixth year as head coach, Dilanni has compiled a record
of 91-13-4, nine wins away from 100.
Still Dilanni cites his players for all his success.
“We’ve recruited some very good players and have had
three or four very successful years,” he said. “I think our
kids have worked very hard for our program to set a bar of
achievement and excellence.”
Last week, the team returned from a 10-day European
tour where they visited Denmark and Germany in what was
“a really gixxl balance of soccer, culture and historical sites,”
Robinson said.
Joining the team on the trip was GVSU Athletic Director
Tim Selgo, Vice President for Finance and Administration Jim
Bachmeier and a handful of the student athletes’ parents.
The lakers were victorious in two out of four matches
played against professional European clubs.

Dilanni said it gave the women an opportunity to get a
feel for this year's team.
While touring Europe, the group was able to visit various
sites including a German concentration camp, the site
where the Berlin Wall once stood and a professional soccer
stadium.
Dilanni, a Canada resident, had to take a detour back to
the U.S. after being held up at the gate because he forgot his
permanent residence “green” card. He took a separate flight
to Canada where family met him with his green card, and
returned to Michigan the next day.
“It was a little bit of a concern,” he said. “I was the only
one left in lx>ndon. It was a little scary for the team, my wife
and Tim Selgo, but we found a solution pretty quick.”
The Lakers hope to find a solution to getting past the final
four.
“If we make it to the final four again, with all the
experience we have, to not take it home — it would be really
disappointing,” Tafler said.
mkuzffwa @ Unithorn .com

Volleyball predicted to win
back in 2(X)5.
To do that, Scanlon has made a
GVL Staff Writer
few off-season moves, including
the addition of junior Whitney
After being the top team in
Tremain to the roster, a transfer
its division for four years in
from Michigan State University.
a row, the Grand Valley State
Scanlon
said
Tremain’s
University volleyball team feels
Division I experience and skills
it has a target on its back.
will give the Laker team an edge
And the team intends to keep
over their competition.
it that way.
“She is a great athlete,”
In a preseason poll done by
the head volleyball coaches of Scalon added. “She can do a lot
of different things, and it helps
the GLIAC on
balance us and
Aug. 20, the
gives us one
“Polls are great and
Lakers
were
more
person
chosen to win
we are glad that we
that the other
their division
have earned that
team has to
once again.
think about.”
respect, but that is
In the 2008
As
a
season,
the
a position that we
matter of fact,
Lakers plan on
expect to be in every
every team in
dominating for
volleyball will
single year.”
a fifth year.
have something
“That’s our
DEANNE SCANLON
to think about.
goal
every
HEAD COACH
Earlier
year,”
said
this year, the
GVSU
head
NCAA tweaked
coach Deanne
an
important
Scanlon. “Polls
collegiate volleyball rule that
are great and we are glad that we
will go into effect this season.
have earned that respect, but that
I'he NCAA lowered the total
is a position that we expect to be
points a team must score in
in every single year.”
order to win from 30 to 25. It
The leakers had an overall
was a move to make the games
record of 33-4 and earned a trip
more exciting and to encourage
to the NCAA Division II Elite
a higher level of competition
Eight where the team lost to
among the teams.
West Texas A&M University in
Scanlon said the rule change
a five-set match.
will make the teams appreciate
Scanlon, as a result of the
every single point now.
team’s outstanding season, won
“It makes every point that
the American Volleyball Coaches
much more urgent,” she said.
Association Great Lakes Region
“We can't give up any big chunks
Coach of the Year award. And
of points because it’s hard to get
although it was a successful
those back.”
season, the team is aiming to be
Scanlon said she is placing an
national champions once again,
emphasis on making every point
a feat that was last accomplished

By Kenneth Cotto

count and becoming consistent
on every possession. GVSU can
not afford to get behind early
because big leads are hard to
come back from, she said.
The Lakers will be tested on
Friday as they open the season
playing four games in two days
in Rolla. Mo. Two of the games
will be against nationally-ranked
Pittsburgh State and Truman
State universities.
Senior Jamie Ashmore said
she needs to be a leader for some
of the younger players.
“I need to hold myself
accountable for how I perform,”
Ashmore said.
She also feels confident
coming into the season opener
against such tough competition.
“I am very excited,” she
said. “It’s going to be another
wonderful year. We are going to
look very strong again. I think
we are ready for it.”

GVL Archive / Elise Miller

Spike shot: Bashing the ball toward the net, senior Danielle Alexander aims for the
return during a game against Charleston last season
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Leadership no question for tennis teams
Women s tennis looks to
dethrone Northwood, men wait
for turn in spring season
By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer

Before the fall tennis season begins, leadership
is already set for the Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s tennis teams.
And they are ready to avenge past defeats.
For the past six years, Northwood University
has won every men's and women’s conference
championship, and the GVSU players are ready
to give them a tight.
“We’ve gotten closer and closer with
Northwood in my few years here,” said senior
Audrey Koopsen.
The women begin conference play on Sept 18
at Saginaw Valley State University followed by
a dual-match against Northwood in Allendale on
Oct. 8.
The men’s team will have to wait until spring
for conference play with collegiate tennis’
alternate seasons.
Alex Switzer, the lone senior in the men’s
starting lineup, believes the men will be ready
when the time comes.
The fall season for the men is short as the team
will compete in only three tournaments.
The experienced players already know what to
expect, but the freshmen can use the short season
to learn to budget their time and how to prepare
for matches, Switzer said.
The women will need to be in shape and ready
to play from the start. Seniors Koopsen, Jaime
Oppenlander and Katelyn Grashorn are given
the task of getting the younger players ready to
play.
Both teams are directed by John Black, the
reigning Intercollegiate Tennis Association Great
Lakes Regional Women’s National Coach of the
Year. Black, entering his sixth season at GVSU, is
not worried about handing off the responsibility
to his seniors.
“All three have shown tremendous leadership

potential so I feel we are in good hands,’’ Black
Classroom success is stressed by Black, who
said.
includes a cumulative team GPA of 3.2 as one
Black also praised the job Switzer did in
of his team’s goals, right along with finishing in
leading the men last year as a junior.
the top three in conference play and qualifying
But
Koopsen
is
for the national tournament
“All three (seniors) have
taking
her
leadership
in May.
role seriously, advising
For the players, beating
shown tremendous
freshmen Katelyn Schaffer
rival Northwood is the No. 1
and
Maria
Gassanova
goal. The Timberwolves are
leadership potential so I feel
on techniques to balance
coached by Zane Colestock,
we're in good hands.”
time between practice,
who has an outstanding
workouts, classes and a
overseas recruiting network.
JOHN BLACK
social life.
Black said.
HEAD COACH
“When
you’re
in
Only one player on the
college, you’re a studentNorthwood men’s team and
athlete, but you’re a
two on the women’s team are
student first,” Koopsen said
American.
Her class-first attitude is a big part of why the
The Lakers have their first international player
women won the ITA All-Academic Team Award.
this year in Gassanova, who is from Toronto.

Koopsen joked this would give the team an edge
over their most heated rivals.
Black said he believes his team is ready to
make a run at the conference championship.
“Our teams consist of players who won
individual state championships in high school
and have top sectional and national rankings,’’
he said.
Koopsen hopes the talented team will draw
more fan support, especially tor their Oct. 3 home
opener against Ferris State University. More
fans, she said, will give the Lakers a competitive
edge over their opponents.
“It’s intimidating to our opponents,” she said.
# wieman @ lanthorn .com

GVl

Pete Tabberer

Above: Freshman Renato Tamashiro winds up to return a
serve during the GVSU Invitational at Jemson High School last
year
GVl Archive / Craig Harmer

Left: GVSU women's tennis player Jackie Shipman goes on
the offensive during a match last season.

Mascot Louie the Laker, logo get face lifts
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor

When Grand
University
sports teams
take the field
in 2008, their
uniforms will
look a little
different from
years past.

Valley State

GVSU

Athletics
gave its logo
and
mascot
a slight makeover during the
summer to increase the school’s

GVl I P*te Tabberer

New took: Louie is GVSU's mascot

brand awareness.
mascot, will sport taller fishing
Changes include a universal
boots and new tattoos as well as
typeset forjerseysandalterations
some slight modifications to his
to the football helmet.
hat.
During 2007-08, GVSU was
“Louie had a little bit of an
one of three schools with the
identity issue,” Lipinski said.
Laker moniker, including Lake
“People didn’t know who Louie
Superior State University and
was or what he did. With these
Mercyhurst College. Though
new marks, if people don’t know
those
•stctiools T ■
what Louie’s
“There is not another
were not the
occupat ion
reason for the
is that’s OK.
GVSU, and that is
change, GVSU
We just need
what (Athletics)
Athletics
is
them to know
trying to step
wanted to place our
he’s GVSU’s
away
from
mascot.”
emphasis on — we
using
“Laker”
The year
want
the word out on
in its marketing
2008
will
campaign.
bring
other
Grand Valley.”
“The changes
changes
to
DOUG LIPINSKI
were made to be
Laker Nation
ATHLETICS ASSOCIATE
more consistent
as
it * will
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
with our brand
officially be
and
resolve
recognized as
issues we had
a registered
with the old look,” said Doug
student organization. And with
Lipinski, associate director of becoming a full-fledged student
marketing for Athletics. “There
organization, Laker Nation will
is not another GVSU, and that
be looking for its first official
is what we wanted to place our
members as well.
emphasis on — we want the
Last year Laker Nation was
word out on Grand Valley, not
open to all students, which will
Lakers.”
not be the case in 2008, said
New logos released in July
founder Tim Rice.
do just that, placing more of a
"Last year we were basically
focus on the school’s name to
non-exclusive,”
Rice
said.
increase brand awareness not
“This year we’re charging for
only locally and regionally, but
membership, but with that
nationally as well. The changes
comes a lot of perks.”
will alsoallow GVSU toexpand
Rice said for a little bit of
its licensing program to reach
money students can leave their
more stores.
mark on campus for years to
Louie, the school’s beloved
come.

“Students are going to want
to be a part of this,” he said.
“Ten to 20 years from now, GV
sports are going to be huge and
they’re going to look back at
the school and the teams and the
Laker Nation and say ‘I helped
start that.’”
Students
can
become
members of the official student
section with the purchase of a
$5 T-shirt. This will guarantee
student’s perks, such as early
access to the student section at
football games and first choice
in promotional giveaways, to
name a few.
As part of GVSU Athletics,
Laker Nation will also be
jumping on board with the
makeover to Louie and the
logo.
“They’ll be using the same
typeset we are,” Lipinski said.
“They’re part of the GVSU
athletic family — they’re our
spirit.”
Laker
Nation
will
be
accepting members and selling
T-shirts at Friday’s women’s
soccer game against the No. 1
ranked University of Tampa.
Also at the game, the revamped
Louie will be making his first
official appearance.

Courtesy Photo / Sports Info

Revamped logo: The logo on helmets will get a new look this year.
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Catholic Campus Ministry
St. Luke University Parish
Your Catholic Connection at GVSU
Campus Office:
Cook-DeWitt 120 • 616-331-3131
Hours: M-F 1:30 -4:00 PM
Parish Office:
6261 Lake Michigan Dr, #A
Allendale, Ml 49401
616-895-2247
Sunday Masses
Allendale

Grand Valley

Allendale Christian School

Cook-DeWitt Center Auditorium

(64th Ave, 1 blk S. of Lk M.ch Dr.)

5;3() pM (jncj Aug

8:30 AM & 10:30 AM
Join us for Hot Dogs on Labor Day (Sept 1st at 1 PM)
in front of Cook-DeWitt.
And Student Gatherings starts Sept 4th at 9 PM.

www.GVSUCatholic.org
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What is
Labor Day?

Kristin Prins
Hudsonville, Mich.
Sophomore
Spanish
“It’s a day free of labor.
Actually, I have no idea, but I
like having school off!”
Evolving customs: Labor day has become a time for students to relax during a four-day weekend before buckling down for the fall semester

Labor Day signifies endings, new beginnings
Workers across country relax,
kick back on holiday weekend
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Staff Writer

Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
The American work schedule is grueling, nonstop and
intense. Luckily, there is one day per year that allows the
entire nation an opportunity to exhale — Labor Day.
Many Americans utilize this three-day weekend for
recreation and relaxation, but that is not what the holiday
was originally intended to celebrate.
According to the Web site, http://www.usa.gov/index.
shtml. the first Labor Day celebration in the U.S. was
held in New York in September 1882.
It was organized for workers to air their grievances
and discuss strategies for securing better working
conditions and salaries.
“Labor Day is the one day of the year when the
needs of workers are brought to everyone’s attention,”
said Joseph Jones, visiting assistant professor of history.
“Labor Day’s greatest importance may be in the demand
that workers be treated with justice and equality. The

U.S. claims these two values, but has not always lived
up to them.”
Today, Labor Day is associated more with relaxation.
The holiday’s placement at the beginning of September
is beneficial for many Grand Valley State University
students.
Labor Day weekend is a time for family vacations,
sporting events and a last chance to chill-out before the
fall semester begins.
“Labor Day weekend is one last hurrah before we
have to buckle down for school,” said Danielle Devine,
a sophomore nursing major from Hartland, Mich.
Around the country, college students utilize the threeday weekend to party before the semester starts.
“Students let their inhibitions run wild Labor Day
weekend because the responsibilities of fall classes
haven’t fully set in,” said Ian Evans, a junior marketing
major from Clearwater, Fla.
Along with the implication of summer’s end, Labor
Day also represents the last day Americans are “allowed”
to wear white on their bottom half, until Memorial Day.
“White has traditionally been considered a summer
color,” Jones said. “Wearing white after Labor Day was
considered in poor taste.”
As white clothing has become more affordable and
commonplace since the ‘50s, adherence to the no-white-

after-Labor-Day rule has faded.
“I think now everyone follows their own style rules,”
Devine said. “Style is changing all the time, so I don’t
think this rule will stop people from wearing white when
they want.”
Labor Day weekend is also an opportunity for
students to tie up loose ends. Many students return home
to gather the last of their belongings.
“I’m such a procrastinator so Labor Day weekend
is the perfect time for me to get all of my stuff done,”
Devine said. “I will buy my books, set up my apartment,
say goodbye to my family and prepare for the school
year.”
The holiday signifies an ending for students — the
end of summer, the end of barbecues and the end of trips
to Michigan lakes.
However, Labor Day also signifies a beginning. For
GVSU students, the coming of fall indicates the start of
new classes, the promise of meeting new people and —
of course — football.
While Labor Day’s true purpose may have been
forgotten, the three-day weekend it represents continues
to be celebrated across the U.S.
lsibula@ lanthorn .com

Bridges, beaches: Off-campus
getaways for Labor Day weekend
begins at dusk — around 8:55 to
9:15 p.m. Admission is free and
concessions, such as popcorn
and drinks, are available for
As the first week of classes
purchase.
draws to a close, students may
Bring your own blankets or
find themselves craving that last
beach chairs and enjoy the film
hurrah before summer’s end.
on a 14-foot screen in wide
While many students will
screen format.
spend their long weekend
Also located in Grand Haven
at home, students choosing
and
playing
to
remain
through Labor
at
Grand
“(The Grand Rapids
Day weekend
Valley
State
Labor
Day
Bridge
is the musical
University
fountain
on
Walk) is not only
need not fear
Dewey Hill.
a ghost-town
about fitness, but
A
music,
campus.
and
about getting to know water
Traveling
light
show,
our city and meeting
less
than
the
fountain
30
minutes
your neighbors.”
performance
outside
the
begins
at
Allendale
GEORGE K. HEARTWELL
9:30
p.m.
Campus
by
CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS
Following
car or public
MAYOR
Labor
Day,
transportation,
fountain
students
shows will be limited, visit
can embark on several mini
http://www.visitgrandhaven.
vacations, all to destinations
com/musical-fountain-61 /
within Ottawa County, Mich.
for dates and times through
If watching a movie on the
September.
beach as the sun sets sounds
Thebeaches of Florida
appealing, then head to Grand
and Hawaii
are pristine, but
Haven. Mich, on Saturday night
Michigan’swest coast should
for their bi-annual Beach Movie
not be overlooked by GVSU
Night.
sun-worshippers this holiday
Held in the city beach parking
weekend.
lot, music starts at 8:30 p.m. and
Kirk Park Beach in West
the film, “The Water Horse,”

By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Laker Life F.dilor

Olive, Mich, and Grand Haven's
City and State Park beaches offer
rolling dunes, wooded trails and
miles of singing sand.
Located north of Holland,
Mich, at 9791 N. Lakeshore
Drive, Kirk Park encompasses
68 acres of beach, wooded
dunes and high bluffs along
Lake Michigan.
“It has a great beach, really
nice dune features and recently
renovated trails,” said Curt
Terhaar, coordinator of park
planning and development in
Ottawa County.
The park is open from 7 a m.
to 10 p.m. and the parking fee
for Ottawa County residents,
including GVSU students, is
$4.
Voted AAA’s most preferred
beach in the state, Grand Haven
State Park’s beach is bordered
by Grand Haven’s city beach on
its south side.
While there is no entrance fee
to the city beach, the state park
charges Michigan residents a $6
entrance fee — although both
parks use the same beach.
“It takes about a quarter of
a tank to get here (to the city
beach) and when you get to
the water, the view takes your
breath away,” said Kim Talaga,
Grand Haven resident. “We are
the sunset side.”

Darlisa Meaders
Chicago, Ill.
Junior
Biomedical Sciences
“It’s just an extra day off. On
Labor Day I celebrate getting a
day off to recuperate from the
previous week of classes.”

Eric Luciw
Jackson, Mich.
Senior
Broadcasting
“It’s the day government
officials are supposed to have
the day off for working hard.
It’s a four-day weekend.”

Kim Tran
Holland, Mich.
Sophomore
Nursing
“Seriously, I have no idea,
but I celebrate Labor Day by
staying home and relaxing.”

Both the state park and city
beach are located along Lake
Michigan on Harbor Drive in
Grand Haven.
Hours for the state park and
city beach are from 8 a.m. to II
p.m.
For students looking to
celebrate Labor Day even closer
to campus and be somewhat
active, the third annual “Grand
Crossings” Bridge Walk might
be just the event.
The Grand Rapids version
of the Mackinac Bridge Labor
Day Bridge Walk begins on
Monday at 8 a.m. in Ah-NabAwen Park.

From the park, located at 210
Front St. in front of the Ford
Museum, participants can walk
a five-mile route, crossing as
many as seven bridges in the
process. The walk is wheelchair
accessible and appropriate for
all fitness levels.
“This walk is not only about
fitness, but about getting to
know our city and meeting
your neighbors,” said George
K. Heartwell, Grand Rapids
mayor.
No sign-up is necessary and
all are encouraged to attend.

Phillip Boyer
Birch Run, Mich.
Junior
History
“Labor Day celebrates the
working class getting a day off
from work.”

!akerlife@ lanthorn .com

Annual Campus Life Night offers options for involvement, freebies
By Susie Skowronek
GVl. Staff Writer

It is a night that offers a little something for
everyone.
At hundreds of booths manned by various
groups, students can learn about campus activities,
sign up for organizations of interest, network,
volunteer and even find jobs.
Campus Life Night allows students to browse
numerous possibilities in a single location.
Campus Life Night will take place Tuesday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. located on the
Grand Valley State University Allendale Campus.
From freshmen to seniors, the event welcomes
students at every level to a pressure-free and festive
environment, said Aaron Haight, assistant director
for the Office of Student Life.
At the event, students can browse various
campus organizations, local businesses, non-profit
organizations and campus departments.
With almost 300 on-campus associations and
local businesses in attendance — from Hairmasters

“Get involved in something,” Patterson said. "1
to Hillel — an expected 4,(XK) students will have
wish I would have done more as a freshman."
many opportunities to get involved outside the
He advises freshmen to sign up for as many
classroom, Haight added.
groups as spark their interests,
“Co-curricular
involvement
but also to expand their comfort
is a great way to meet people,
“Co-curricular
zones and explore a few new
develop as a leader, expand your
involvement is a great
and
different
extracurricular
resume and have fun,” she said.
activities.
For businesses such as the
way to meet people,
Campus Life Night booths like
student-owned Responsible Boy
Patterson’s will attract students
develop as a leader,
Taxi,Campus Life Night provides
with freebies, such as keychains,
good advertising at a good price,
expand your resume
magnets and candy.
said Owner Geoffrey Patterson, a
“Hopefully,
students
will
senior mathematics major from
and have fun.”
store our phone number in their
Haslett, Mich.
telephones,” he said. “We want
Four years ago, Patterson
AARON HAIGHT
to have students aware of our
navigated the tables of Campus
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
service so as not to have so many
Life Night on the student side,
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE
cases of drunk driving ”
hunting for new clubs and events
The Women’s Center will also
in which to become involved.
Today, Patterson advertises his business, set up two tables at the event, said Ashley Nickels,
community outreach and volunteer coordinator for
offering students an alternative to drinking and
the center.
driving by extending low rates for cab fares around
One booth will recruit for the V-Day campaign,
the GVSU area.

♦ • • ♦
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s

welcoming actresses for the Vagina Monologues
and enlisting volunteers, while the second will
inform all students of resources available at the
Women’s Center.
“We have been around seven years, and some
people still don’t know who we are and what
we do.” Nickels said. “This event is also a good
opportunity to connect with first-year students.”
The center will offer scratch-off lotto cards for
the redemption of sodas. Women’s Center journals
and other prizes, while listing upcoming events on
the back of the cards.
Campus Life Night is a one-stop-shop to find
out what is happening on campus, and instead of
limiting their horizons, students should expand
beyond their usual sectors. Nickels said.
“Campus Life Night is an essential event,” she
said. “See what is available.”
A complete listing of the organizations and
associations that will set up booths at the event is
available on the GVSU Web site at http://www.
gvsu .edu/studentlife.

sskowronek® lanthorn rom
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Uninsured numbers see annual decline
By Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar

Obama to tour
battleground states
DENVER
(AP)
Democratic
presidential
candidate Barack Obama
and running mate Joe
Biden will campaign in
Michigan after wrapping
up the Democratic National
Convention.
The duo plans to embark
on a bus tour that will leave
Denver on Friday and head
to Pennsylvania. The tour
then will head to Michigan
and Ohio, two other key
battleground states.
The
candidates
will
be accompanied by their
wives, Michelle Obama
and Jill Biden.
The
campaign
said
Wednesday that further
details will be announced
later.
Obama and Biden plan
to meet with voters to
discuss the economy and
their ideas for change.
The
tour will
take
place as Republicans are
gathering in MinneapolisSt. Paul for their national
convention.

Michigan sports
channel to debut
EAST
LANSING
(AP) — The Michigan
High
School
Athletic
Association is starting a
cable TV channel.
Comcast will carry the
MHSAA Network on its
digital cable service and
keep an archive of material
on its video on demand
service.
The network will be
launched Sept. 3.
The MHSAA announced
the deal Wednesday.
Most games will not
be carried live on TV, but
rather will be recorded and
shown later.
The project also will
include coverage of high
school
sports
on
the
Internet.
Some of that coverage
will be live action.
Comcast
has
about
1.3
million
Michigan
customers. Not all of them
have the digital service
required to get the network,
however.
The MHSAA is working
on deals with other TV
companies to broaden the
network’s reach.

Ex-Red Wing
introduced to Calgary
CALGARY,
Alberta
(AP) — Todd Bertuzzi has
been formally introduced
to the Calgary media and
oddly enough — the burly
right-winger, who has had
more than his fill of public
attention — was actually
smiling.
After stints in Florida,
Detroit and Anaheim —
the 33-year-old Bertuzzi
said Tuesday he is looking
forward to playing back
in Canada even with the
attention that goes with it.
“Here you can't go
five or 10 games without
a point without anyone
noticing and there you can
go under the radar a little
bit,’’ Bertuzzi said. “That’s
one thing that I think is
going to benefit not just
myself but this team. I
think you are under the gun
here and under the pressure
of having to perform.”
Bertuzzi
is
under
no illusions about his
popularity back here in
Canada
and
especially
here in Calgary, largely
due to his infamous attack
on Steve Moore in March
2004 which ended Moore’s
career.
“Obviously I’m well
aware I wasn't the most
popular pickup in Calgary
Flame history but at the
same time I think you’ve
got to give it a little time
and give me a chance,” he
said. “I can’t lie to you.
it’s not the jersey I thought
I was going to wear, but
at the same time I played
enough games here to
know what kind of fan base
and what kind of team they
are.”

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ilie number
of people without health insurance fell by
more than 1 million in 2007, the first annual
decline since the Bush administration took
office, the Census Bureau reported Tuesday.
Incomes edged up for the middle class while
poverty held steady.
The numbers represent a scorecard on
President Bush’s stewardship of the economy
at the kitchen-table level. But they only went
as far as the end of last year, before the current
economic downturn started gathering force.
Although there were some bright spots, it
was a mixed picture.
While the overall poverty rate held steady
at 12.5 percent, poverty did rise among some
groups, latinos, children and the foreignbom — demographic categories that overlap
considerably — experienced significant
increases.
And while the number of uninsured
dropped to 45.7 million, down from 47
million in 2006, it was largely because more
people were covered through government
programs.
For the middle class, the median — or
midpoint — household income rose to
$50,233, a modest increase of $665 from
the previous year, although it was the third
consecutive annual rise.
“The gains that occurred last year were
welcome, but unfortunately, they are too
little, too late.” said Jared Bernstein, a
senior economist with the liberal Economic
Policy Institute in Washington. “The median
household is no better off now than they were
back in 2(XX), despite their deep contribution
to the nation’s economic growth during this
period.”
For example, after adjusting for inflation,
last year’s median household income of
$50233 was not significantly different from
the figure for 2000, which was $50,557.
"The American work force is bilking a bigger
economic pie, but the slices haven’t grown at
all,” Bernstein said.
But White House spokesman Tony
Fratto said the household income and health
insurance numbers are definitely good news.
“It’s clear that the long period of strong
economic growth we were in had a positive
impact for most Americans,” Fratto said.
“Obviously today we’re dealing with
higher energy prices and the downturn in
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Struggling economy: An auction sign is displayed on a house in Rochester Hills, Mich , in this Oct. 4, 2007 file photo Michigan was the only state where
poverty rose and incomes fell last year, the U S. Census Bureau reported Tuesday.

housing, but the economy is show ing enough
resilience to keep growing in spite of those
challenges.”
Republican candidate John McCain
distanced himself from the White House
response, saying in a statement, “Too many
of our neighbors are living in poverty, too
many can't find a job, and tixi many are
living without health insurance." The Arizona
senator pledged tax cuts and policy changes
to make health care more affordable.
Some analysts said that global trends, not
just administration policies, are shaping the
economic fortunes of individual Americans.
“Presidents like to take credit when things
go well, and therefore they should get the
blame when things don't go well, but there
are lots of things driving this, not all of which
are home grown," said Douglas Besharov.
an expert on poverty at the business-oriented
American Enterprise Institute. “The oil
shocks are not. And globalization, which
on balance is good for the country, leaves
winners and losers.”
The Census report was immediately swept

up into presidential politics. Democratic
presidential candidate Barack Obama’s
campaign fired off a statement blasting
what it called the “failed record” of Bush's
economic policies and promising “bottom
up economic growth” if the Illinois senator
is elected.
Overall, the Census found 37.3 million
people living in poverty in 2(X)7, of which
13.3 million were children. The poverty
level for a four-person family in 2(X)7 was
$21203. Among age groups, seniors had
the lowest poverty rate at 9.7 percent, while
children had the highest at 18 percent. The
poverty rate for 2006 was 12.3 percent,
but the change in 2007 was not statistically
significant.
The welcome news on health insurance
coverage was tempered by the continued
erosion of private coverage paid for by
employers and individuals. Government
programs — such as Medicaid for the jxxir
— picked up the slack, resulting in the
overall reduction in people without health
insurance.

Ilie uninsured rate also fell to 15.3
percent,down from 15.8 percent in 2(X)6.
"Private insurance has been falling (and)
public insurance definitely went up.” said
David Johnson, who oversees the Census
division that pnxluced the statistics. The
number of uninsured children also fell in
2(X)7, after an increase in 2(X)6 that had
interrupted years of progress in getting more
kids covered.
But seen over a longer periixl of time, the
health insurance numbers are not reassuring.
Ilie number of uninsured — and the rate —
are higher today than they were at the outset
of the Bush administration in 2(X)I. That
year, 39.8 million people, or 14.1 percent,
were uninsured.
"The number of uninsured is considerably
higher than when the president Uxik office,and
in each year since then, employer-sponsored
insurance has continued to diminish," said
Ron Pollack, executive director of Families
USA, a liberal group advocating coverage
for all.

Memorial to Katrina victims taking shape
By John Moreno Gonzales
Associated Press Writer

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Six
mausoleums for the unclaimed
dead of Hurricane Katrina stand
on what was vacant land just five
weeks ago, as New Orleans — in
what could be a testament to its
determination — scrambles to
complete a memorial by Friday’s

third anniversary of the storm.
Many believed the fatigued city
would have no place to inter the 85
bodies. The city coroner, already
grappling with one of the nation’s
worst murder rates, was placed in
charge of the $12 million effort
last year and progress was slow.
The inactivity was seen as another
example of the sluggish climate
that has characterized the city’s
rebuilding from the 2005 storm that

AP Photo / Bill Haber

Devastation: Work continues on the Hurricane Katrina memorial in New Orleans,
Aug 21. The land was vacant just five weeks ago and workers are rushing to complete
the memorial by the third anniversary of the hurricane, which is Friday

killed 1,600 people.
been recovered and meticulously
Now Coroner Frank Minyard
documented, according to state
says at least seven of the dead
regulations, from the old Charity
will be marched to the site during
Hospital site that formerly was a
a traditional New Orleans jazz
paupers' graveyard.
funeral. The memorial itself,
New Orleans jazz trumpeter
bucolic and shaped like the eye of a
Irvin Mayfield Jr., whose father
hurricane, may or may not be fully
drowned in the storm, said the city's
complete when they arrive.
decision to honor the forgotten
victims of Katrina shows its spirit.
“We're playing everything by
ear. We’ll sit
“These
“(New Orleans) folks
down with a big
folks get to be
sigh of relief,
mourned, get to
get to be mourned,
whenever and
be remembered,
get to be remembered, and get to be
however
it’s
honored,”
he
completed." said
and get to be
Minyard.
He
said. “It speaks
said obstacles as
honored.”
volumes.”
slight as a day of
Fifty-four
IRVIN MAYFIELD JR.
rain could cause
of
the
85
NEW ORLEANS TRUMPETER
the deadline to
bodies
have
be missed.
been identified.
Some
Mayor Ray
have
Nagin allotted $1 million in federal
gone unclaimed because family
aid money to the effort during
members have been lost in the
second-anniversary
ceremonies,
massive
relocation
Katrina
and although about $2(X).(XX) in
triggered. Or they have decided to
private donations also came in, the
leave burial to the coroner because
they were either too pixir. or were
project was laigcly forgotten.
But in the past several weeks, too estranged from the deceased, to
construction permits have been
do so themselves.
issued
and
topsoil
cleared.
Plaques with the names of the
Human bone fragments have
storm victims were supposed to be

part of the memorial. But Minyard
is unsure if that will still be built.
Defining a Katrina-related fatality
carries legal ramifications, affects
life insurance policies and public
aid. Some drowned, some died
from exposure, and others died
weeks later from apparent physical
stress during the evacuation.
Ted George, a New Orleans
lawyer who has worked pro bono
on the project, said he is confident
plaques will come after project
coordinators look more closely at
records.
George said whether the
memorial is completed Friday, or
later. Minyard and others should be
given credit forgetting this far.
Not only were there the physical
barriers to construction, but the city
had to prove to Louisiana State
University, which owned and
donated the grounds, there would
be perpetual care at the site.
About $25().(XX) was placed in
an investment fund for the care,
George said.
The project also has about
$ 150XXX) in reserves should
unexpected construction costs, or
added features to the design surface
later.

Professor’s body found in burned Idaho home
By Jessies L. Bonner
Associated Press Writer

BOISE. Idaho (AP) — The air was still
thick with the smell of smoke when fire
crews allowed Christopher l^ee and his wife
to return to their charred neighborhixxl and
aillect their belongings — or what was left
of them.
The couple told a police officer their
address, only to realize several homes no
longer bore numbers.
A wildfire tore through the Lees' Boise
subdivision Monday night, fueled by
sagebrush and winds that gusted as high as
50 mph. The fxxly of an English professor
was found Tuesday in one of the nearly 20
homes destroyed or damaged during the
blaze. Officials were trying to determine if
the fire killed her.
Boise Assistant Fire Marshal Mark
Senteno trxired the charred neighborhcxx!
Tuesday morning,axinting driveways where
homes had been reduced to blackened nibble.
He said 10 homes were destroyed.

“This has been the most devastating fire
shopping all over again." Christopher Lee
we’ve seen in recent memory," Fire Chief said, offering a wry smile while standing
Dennis Doan said.
on the foundation of his house. He said his
The worst of it was on East Sweetwater
family’s survival was the only thing that
Drive, where l>ee, 40. and his wife. Mindy, mattered.
35, lived with their five children.
Fire crews, insurance agents and police
After evacuating Monday night, along
also assessed the damage on Tuesday and
with residents from more than 50other homes, tried to determine whether the fire killed a
they returned the
Boise State University professor whose
“This has been the
next day to find
Ixxly was found in a damaged house.
Firefighters discovered the Ixxly of
that their house
most devastating
had burned to
Mary Ellen Ryder. 56, a professor of
fire we've seen in
English and linguistics who had been
the
ground.
scheduled
to teach her first class of the
A
firefighter
recent memory.”
recovered
the
semester Tuesday.
Forensic tests on the remains have not
melted remnants
been completed, and the cause of death
of a
college
DENNIS DOAN
has not been determined. Ada County
diploma
and
FIRE CHIEF
a
scorched
Coroner Erwin Sonnenberg said.
The cause of the fire remains under
camping stove.
investigation. It was reported around 7 p.m.
“Everything’s just gone," said the l>ees’
Monday in a vacant field of sagebrush and dry
14-year-old son, Spencer.
grasses and quickly spread to a nearby ridge,
While other residents of the subdivision
where it roared up to the line of homes.
sifted thnxigh the ashes of tlicir possessions
The blaze was bnxight under control
and cried, the Lees cracked jokes.
early Tuesday. Police spokeswoman Lynn
“Looks like we’ve got to do school

AP Photo / The Idaho Statesman, Kerry Maloney

Fire victim: )aydyn Kuhlman, 8, shivers as she
stands in front of what is left of the home she lived
in with her grandparents and her brother, Tuesday
morning in Boise, Idaho

Hightower said 17 officers and at least one
firefighter were treated at hospitals for smoke
inhalation and other injuries.
Meanwhile, a brush fire in Southern
California next to Malibu Creek State Park
burned at least 80 acres Tuesday, sending
plumes of smoke wafting over the 101
Freeway.
Some residents voluntarily evacuated
homes near Calahasas and Agtxira Hills,
afxxit 35 miles west of lz>s Angeles,.
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Hijackers of Darfur plane surrender in Libya
Officials said hijackers am red
with
two handguns commandeered
Associated Press Writer
the Boeing 737, which was carrying
95 passengers and crew, soon alter it
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — Two
took off Tuesday from the southern
hijackers who commandeered
Darfur town of Nyala, not far from
a jetliner from Sudan’s Darfur a refugee camp that the Sudanese
region and diverted it to a remote
military attacked a day earlier. It
desert airstnp in southern Libya
was unclear whether the hijacking
surrendered and freed all hostages
was in retaliation for that attack.
Wednesday
after a daylong
Passengers said the hijackers
standoff, officials said.
identified themselves as members
Sudan’s consul in the Sahara
of a Darfur rebel group, the
desert oasis of Kufra, where the
Sudan
Liberation
Movement,
plane landed, said the two Darfur
which promptly
men
were
denied
any
brought
into
“We categorically
involvement.
the dilapidated
Officials at
deny that the Sudan
airport’s
VIP
the airport in
lounge, looking
Libya had said
Liberation Movement
exhausted. Also
the
assailants
freed were crew
has carried out the
were
Darfur
members who
rebels,
but
hijacking.”
the
hijackers
Murtada Hassan,
had continued
executive
to hold even
director of Sun
ABDULWAHID ELNUR
after releasing
Air, which owns
SUDAN LIBERATION
87 passengers
the plane, said
MOVEMENT LEADER
earlier in the
their
motives
day.
were
personal
The diplomat, Mohammed Aland that they had no connection
Balla Othman, who spoke to The
with any political or rebel groups.
Associated Press by telephone from
He would not elaborate.
the VIP room, said that in the last
Darfur rebels took up arms
stages of negotiations, the hijackers
against the Sudanese government
were asking for asylum in Libya. It
in 2(X)3, sparking tit-for-tat attacks
was unclear whether the Libyans
on refugee camps and military
granted the reguest.
bases that have left up to 300,(XX)

By Khaled El-Deeb

dead and more than 2.5 million
displaced from their homes
Upon landing in Kufra’s airfield,
which was built by the Italians in
the 1930s. the men demanded maps
and fuel to fly to Paris, said Kufra
airport Director Khaled Sasiya.
About 500 security personnel
and police surrounded the plane
as negotiators worked to free the
passengers. The two hijackers
surrendered
after
22
hours,
but possible accomplices may
have slipped out with the freed
passengers, Hassan said.
The plane had been en route to
Khartoum.
Sudan’s president. Omar alBashir, said he had asked Libya
to keep the airliner on the ground.
Speaking to reporters in the southern
city of Juba, he called the hijacking
“a cheap terrorist act.” And Sudan’s
Foreign Ministry called for the
hijackers to be extradited.
Sasiya also said he talked to
one of the hijackers who identified
himself as Yassin, a member of a
SLM faction led by Abdulwahid
Elnur, according to the JANA news
agency.
The rebel leader denied his
group was involved.
“We categorically deny that
the Sudan Liberation Movement
has carried out the hijacking,”
Elnur said, speaking to Al-Jazeera
television by telephone. “We

AP Photo

Hostage situation: Libyan anti-terrorism special forces attack a Libyan airline plane during a training exercise at their camp in
Tripoli A Sudanese hijacked passenger plane landed in Libya Tuesday after leaving the town of Nyala in Darfur.

condemn any act that causes harm
to any Sudanese civilian.”
Among the passengers were
former rebels who have become
members of the Darfur Transitional
Authority, an interim government
body responsible for implementing
a peace agreement reached in 2006
between the government and one
of the rebel factions, a security
official at Nyala airport said. He
spoke on condition of anonymity

Iraqi officials accused
of aiding al-Qaida

■z

because he was not authorized to
talk to media.
Darfur’s ethnic African rebels
have been battling the Arab-led
Khartoum government in a 5-year
conflict that recently prompted
the International Criminal Court’s
prosecutor to press genocide
charges against al-Bashir.
He is accused of crimes against
humanity, for allegedly unleashing
government-backed militiamen on

civilians in the and western region
of Darf ur.
In the worst attack in months,
the Sudanese military on Monday
assaulted the Darfur refugee camp
of Kalma, near Nyala airport, from
where the hijacked plane took off.
A spokesman for Darfur’s
U.N.-African Union peacekeepers,
Nourredine Mezni, said at least 33
people killed in the attack were
buried Tuesday.

fce'dvooW

Investigation
persists in Baghdad;
car bomb kills three
Iraqi civillians

t'tomcL
Private

By Qassim Abdul-Zahra

Wad'**' (

Associated Press Writer

BAGHDAD (AP) - A
university
president and a
top local official in a restive
province north of Baghdad are
suspected of giving weapons
and government cars to al-Qaida
in Iraq insurgents, according
to
arrest
reports
obtained
Wednesday.
The leak of the reports
appeared aimed, in part, at
countering claims by Sunni
Muslim politicians that Shiiteled security forces arrested
the two — both Sunnis — on
political grounds in Diyala
province.
Nazar al-Khafaji, University
of Diyala president, and Hussein
al-Zubaidi,headofthe provincial
council’s security committee,
were arrested last week.
Al-Khafaji was led from his
home with a hood over his head
and security forces seized three
computers.
According to excerpts from
the arrest reports by the anti
terrorism squad involved in
the case, the two are suspected
of aiding al-Qaida insurgents
involved in sectarian killings.
The reports say more than
20 Diyala residents complained
about al-Khafaji and al-Zubaidi.
The
high-profile
arrests

AP Photo / Khalid Mohammed

Explosion: Iraqi firemen attend the scene of a parked car bomb in eastern
Baghdad Wednesday. The bomber targeted a police patrol but missed, causing
civillian casualties.

prompted
angry
complaints
by Sunni leaders, and the
41-member provincial council
suspended operations last week.
The council chief, Ibrahim
Bajilan. said Wednesday that
the council members would not
return to work until the detainees
are released.
Diyala is one of the country’s
remaining insurgent strongholds
and the scene of much of the
recent violence in Iraq.
The
U.S.
military
said
American troops killed three
suspected militants in Diyala on
Wednesday, including two who
had explosives strapped to their
bodies.
The incident, near the town
of Jalula, began when several
men ran from a building as U.S.
forces approached.
Two were killed in by U.S.
forces and a third blew himself
up, the military said.
A day earlier, a suicide
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bomber killed 25 people in an
attack on a police recruiting
station in Jalula.
In other violence, three Iraqi
motorists were killed Wednesday
when a parked car exploded
near them in eastern Baghdad,
according
to
an
Interior
Ministry official who spoke on
condition of anonymity because
he is not authorized to release
information.

Michigan Community
Blood Centers
It's About Life.

GIVE BLOOD
GVSU - Allendale Campus

GVSU - Cook DeVos Campus

On the Blood Bus at Kleiner Campus

CHS Room 123

3rd Tuesday & Wednesday Every Month

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Tues., Sept. 9, 2008 - Sign up for the

National Marrow Donor Registry

GVSU - Pew Campus

Tues., Nov. 11, 2008

Leven Project Center Building C

Tues., Jan. 13, 2009

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Tues., June 9, 2009

Tues., April 7, 2009

Tues., Sept. 16, 2008 - Sign up for the

National Marrow Donor Registry
Tues., Nov. 11, 2008

Questions?

Tues., Jan. 13, 2009

1-866-MIBLOOD or
www.miblood.org

Tues., April 7, 2009
Tues., June 9, 2009

ON THE WEB:

★ GIVE BLOOD, GET FREE PIZZA ★

www.hnthnrn.fO
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classifieds^lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTV
NON-PROFIT

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word

55</Word

>5.°° per week up to 20 words,

55C/Word

50C/Word

Each additional word 25C.

50C/Word

45C/Word

Announcements

Employment

Internships

Enter to Win $750.00 from Lake
Michigan Credit Union! Register
during Laker Campus Life Night
at the fieldhouse, Sept. 2 from 6
to 9p.m. and Saturday, Sept. 6
at Community Night

Game Announcer GVSU
Womens Hockey Team looking
to hire an announcer to work all
home games. At Georgetown
Ice Center, 14 home games.
Paid Per Game position. Ice
hockey knowledge is a plus, not
required. The handling of music
between play, sponsor plugs,
promotional items and basic
announcing are some expecta
tions. Please call 616-299-8713
or e-mail whitakco@gvsu.edu

Employers here is your chance to
get the help you need! College
students are always looking for
job experience, advertise your
internships with the Lanthorn to
give your company the student
touch it needs. 331-2460

Sigma Alpha Lambda, a Na
:ional Leadership and Honors
Organization with over 75 chap
:ers across the country, is seekng motivated students to assist
n starting a local chapter (3.0
3PA Required). Contact Rob
Miner, at rminer@salhonors.org
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a Na
tional Leadership and Honors
Organization with over 75 chap
ters across the country, is seek
ing motivated students to assist
in starting a local chapter (3.0
GPA Required) Contact Rob
Miner, at rminer@salhonors.org

Entertainment
Deja Vu. Great Daily Specials!
Dejavu.com or 269.344.8104 for
more details!
Grand Valley State University
presents: Fall Arts Celebration,
enriching the arts and humani
ties in West Michigan. For event
details visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts or call (616)331-2180

Roommates
Looking for a third roommate in
a 3 bedroom/3 bath apartment
at Copper Beech. Available Fall
and Spring Semester. Rent
$420/month

Services
Catholic Campus Ministry St.
Luke Universtiy Parish: Your
Catholic Connection at GVSU!
Sunday Masses are available on
campus at the Cook-DeWitt
Center at 5:30 PM
We offer the best gifts for every
day or special occasions. Make
that special person in your life
feel great with a gift of beautiful
flowers. We are located right on
Lake Michigan Dr. Please call
616-453-0594 for gift ideas. We
also deliver!

Wanted
Wanted: Advance Latin Tutor
Requirements: Recommenda
tion from GV Latin Professor,
Reliable, Punctual, Committed,
Serious Inquiries only. $15/hr,
2-5
hours/week.
WarnerKL@gvsu/edu

Birthdays
What better way to show your
friends you care about them on
their birthday than wishing them
happy birthday through us! Let
the Lanthorn know about your
friends’ birthday’s and we will
advertise a message to make
this birthday one they won’t for
get.

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
Score Keeper, The GVSU
Women’s Hockey team is look
ing to hire a scorekeeper to
work all home games. At
Georgetown Ice Center, 14
Home Games. Per game paid
position. Ice Hockey knowledge
is a plus, not required. Call
616-299-8713 or e-mail whitakco@.gvsu.edu

For Sale
1998 Dodge Neon for sale.
Four-door, automatic, 98,000
miles. Four tires and brakes are
only one year old. Asking
$1,900. Call 485-1810 or email
lindsayackerman@hotmail.com
with questions or to take a look
Perfect Condition 2007 Chevy
Colorado. 15,600 Miles, 5-Spd
Manual, 4 Cylinder, Great Gas
Mileage! Asking $10,250. Call
Scott @517-930-4568________
174cm Brand New K2 Public
Enemy skis. Still in plastic. Un
mounted.
2007
Model.
616-402-6743.

331-2460

(alls taken Monday Friday, 9-5

To togven away at halftime during the GVSU v*. Michigan Tech Football Game

Lost 8 Found

★

Enter to win LMCU s

* $750.00*

*BKV

Found: All the lonely people.
They were in Strawberry Fields all
along.

* BOX'

Miscellaneous

*CA$H*

Some interesting facts from FunnyFact.com:
Ketchupwassoldinthe 1830sas
medicine.

Register during Laker Campus Life Night at the
Fieldhouse, Sept. 2 from 6 to 9 p.m., and
Saturday, Sept 6 at Community Night.
Lake Michigan Credit Union members
receive FREE transactions at all LMCU ATMs,
including these locations:
•
•
•
•
•

Commons (Lower Level)
Drive-Up Kiosk at 42nd/Pierce
Rec. Center
K'^of Center
MICHIGAN,
Kleiner Commons

5

www.LMCU.orfi

To escape the grip of a crocodileisjaws.pushyourthumbs
mtoitseyeballsoi twillletyougo
instantly.

616.242.9790 • 800.242.9790

Snails travel at the rate of 1 mile
in 33 hours.
Funambulist is the term fora
circus tight rope walker.

THE

Housing
844 Collindale NW, Furnished
Bedroom, with cable, internet,
kitchen privileges, W/D, off
street parking. Very nice neigh
borhood. $350/month includes
utilities. 616-453-6864________
GVSU Student seeking room
mate for 1 bedroom apartment.
Just blocks from downtown
campus. Looking for female
roommate to share dorm-style. I
have two cats. Your share
would be $200-$260 depending
on utilities. $250 deposit. Alyssa
616-916-1816 or calialy99@yahoo.com

Allendale Campus

Enter to Win $750.00!
-k

Found: MP3 Player. E-mail
engelsmr@student.gvsu.edu to
indentify.

0051 KIRKH0F

IS CURRENTLY

HIRING

200 / Chevy Colorado
15,600 Milos
S Speed Manual
Perfect Condition
A/C.Cruise Control
Contact Scott 5179*0.4568

14

CRRTOOIUSTS LAYOUT STAFF WRITERS WEB TERRI

House for Rent. 4 Bedroom, GR
Westside, easy access to Allen
dale via expressway or walking
distance to GR campuses.
Large lot for parking. $300/person. Call Bob at 826-2737_____
Need a place to live? Looking
for a female to sublease during
winter ‘09 semester. Townhouse is located off 64th St in
Allendale. Those interested
should be female and willing to
live with two other females. In
cludes washer/dryer, 2Bath,
own
Bedroom.
Contact
Katharine @ 616-836-4913
House to Share in Walker Area.
Students needed to share my 4
Bed/ 2 Bath home near Lake
Mich & Covell. Available imme
diately. $400/month includes
utilities & laundry machines: ca
ble/Internet & garbage is plit
among student renters. Co-Ed.
Call
Keri for more info,
616-551-3246.______________

c*up;
•fair fall

S. Ut.

Suedtr

weLcome -to '/our. new home

Nice 2 bedroom apt. for rent 4
miles east of the GVSU Allen
dale Campus. Quiet country
setting $565 plus electric. Pets
allowed under 25lbs. Call
616-443-6813_______________

Looking *

rentGR.com. Your source for
cool places to live in West
Michigan.___________________
Rooms for rent. (616) 402-8906
For rent: Large 4-BD house
less than 5 minutes from Allen
dale campus. For more info
please call 616-690-3013,
616-895-6873._______________
Welcome to your new home!
The Village at 48 West. Still a
few bedrooms left! Call
616.895.2400 for more info or
check out our website at
www.48west.com

IMlTED a-jaila&il
Hurry in to the leasing office for our
last remaining bedrooms.

<x\

rentGR.com
Your source for cool places to live
in West Michigan.™

west
apartmrfe
$ town homes

check out our website WWW.48west.COID
for updated pictures.
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